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Progress in multimedia technologies has resulted in a plethora of ser-
vices and devices that capture, compress, transmit and display audiovisual
stimuli. Humans – the ultimate receivers of such stimuli – now have access
to visual entertainment at their homes, their workplaces as well as on mobile
devices. With increasing visual signals being received by human observers,
in the face of degradations that occur to due the capture, compression and
transmission processes, an important aspect of the quality of experience of
such stimuli is the perceived visual quality. This dissertation focuses on algo-
rithm development for assessing such visual quality of natural images, without
need for the ‘pristine’ reference image, i.e., we develop computational models
for no-reference image quality assessment (NR IQA).
Our NR IQA model stems from the theory that natural images have
certain statistical properties that are violated in the presence of degradations,
viii
and quantifying such deviations from naturalness leads to a blind estimate of
quality. The proposed modular and easily extensible framework is distortion-
agnostic, in that it does not need to have knowledge of the distortion afflicting
the image (contrary to most present-day NR IQA algorithms) and is not only
capable of quality assessment with high correlation with human perception,
but also is capable of identifying the distortion afflicting the image. This ad-
ditional distortion-identification, coupled with blind quality assessment leads
to a framework that allows for blind general-purpose image repair, which is
the second major contribution of this dissertation. The blind general-purpose
image repair framework, and its exemplar algorithm described here stem from
a revolutionary perspective on image repair, where the framework does not
simply attempt to ameliorate the distortion in the image, but to ameliorate
the distortion, so that visual quality at the output is maximized.
Lastly, this dissertation describes a large-scale human subjective study
that was conducted at UT to assess human behavior and opinion on visual
quality of videos when viewed on mobile devices. The study lead to a database
of 200 distorted videos, which incorporates previously studied distortions such
as compression and wireless packet-loss, and also dynamically varying distor-
tions that change as a function of time, such as frame-freezes and temporally
varying compression rates. This study – the first of its kind – involved over
50 human subjects and resulted in 5,300 summary subjective scores and time-
sampled subjective traces of quality for multiple displays. The last part of this
dissertation analyzes human behavior and opinion on time-varying video qual-
ix
ity, opening up an extremely interesting and relevant field for future research
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Man is a visual animal. Through evolution, man has always been fas-
cinated by what he can see and imagine and has endeavored to re-create this
world on canvas - from pre- historic cave paintings to modern-day films ac-
companied by sounds and visual effects. Although arguments on the reason
for cave paintings persist, it is clear that at least in todays world, much of the
created visual stimuli are for entertainment or informational purposes.
The urge to capture the world around us has lead to the creation of
devices which are increasingly capable of doing so, and burgeoning demand has
lead to increasing availability at ever-reducing costs. Transmission, storage
and display of visual stimuli have also escalated. At the end of this chain is
the receiver - the human observer. It should be obvious that with so many
different devices capturing, storing, compressing, transmitting and displaying
visual stimuli, the receiver is bound to receive stimuli of varying levels of
palatability.
This dissertation deals with visual quality assessment, and aims to un-
derstand human opinion on visual palatability/quality and algorithmically
capture this palatability. Let us now hold the reader’s hand and introduce
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the concepts relevant to visual quality assessment.
1.1 Concepts in Quality Assessment
Imagine this situation - you are given two images/videos, both having
the same content but one of the images/videos is a ‘low quality’ (distorted)
version of the other and you are asked to rate the low quality version vis-a-vis
the original (reference) image/video on a scale of (say) 1-5 (where 1 is bad
and 5 is excellent). Let us further assume that we collect a representative
subset of the human populace and ask them the same question, and instead
of just asking them to rate one pair of images/videos, we ask them to rate a
whole set of such pairs. At the end of the day we now have a set of ratings for
each of the distorted images/videos, which when averaged across users gives
us a number between 1-5. This number represents the mean opinion score
(MOS) of that image/video and is a measure of the perceptual quality of the
image/video. The setting just described is called subjective evaluation of video
quality and the case in which the subject is shown both the reference and the
distorted image/video is referred to as a double stimulus study. One could
imagine many possible variations to this technique. For example, instead of
showing each image/video once, let us show each image/video twice so that in
the first pass the human ‘decides’ and in the second pass the human ‘rates’.
This is a perfectly valid method of collecting subjective scores and along with a
plethora of other techniques forms one of the possible methods for subjective
evaluation of image/video quality. Each of these methods is described in a
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document from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) [288] . If
only we always had the time to collect a subset of the human populace and
rate each image/video that we wish to evaluate quality of, there would have
been no necessity for this dissertation or the decades of research that has gone
into creating algorithms for this very purpose.
Algorithmic prediction of image/video quality is referred to as objective
quality assessment, and as one can imagine it is far more practical than a
subjective study. Algorithmic image/video quality assessment (IQA/VQA) is
the main focus of this dissertation, although we shall study human opinion
on visual quality as well. Before we delve directly into the subject matter,
let us explore objective assessment just as we did with the subjective case.
Imagine you have an algorithm to predict quality of an image/video. At this
point it is simply a ‘black-box’ that outputs a number between (say) 1-5 -
which in a majority of cases correlates with what a human would say. What
would you imagine the inputs to this system are? Analogous to the double
stimulus setup we described before, one could say that both the reference and
distorted images/videos are fed as inputs to the system - this is full reference
(FR) quality assessment. If one were to imagine practical applications of FR
IQA/VQA, one would soon realize that having a reference video is infeasible
in many situations. The next logical step is then truncating the number of
inputs to our algorithm and feeding in only the distorted image/video - this
is no reference (NR) IQA/VQA. Does this mean that FR IQA/VQA is not an
interesting area for research? Surprisingly enough, the answer to this question
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is NO! There are many reasons for this, and one of the primary ones is that
FR IQA/VQA is an extremely difficult problem to solve. This is majorly
because our understanding of perceptual mechanisms that form an integral
part of the human visual system (HVS) is still at a nascent stage [245, 303].
FR IQA/VQA is also interesting for another reason - it gives us techniques
and tools that may be extended to NR IQA/VQA.
Thinking solely from an engineering perspective one would realize that
there exists another modality for IQA/VQA. Instead of feeding the algorithm
with the reference and distorted images/videos, what if we fed it the distorted
image/video and some features from the reference image/video? Can we ex-
tract features from the reference video and embed them into the video that
we are (say) transmitting? If so, at the receiver end we can extract these
reference features and use them for image/VQA. Such assessment of quality is
referred to as reduced-reference (RR) image/VQA. This dissertation is mainly
concerned with algorithmic approaches for NR IQA and its application.
In describing the RR technique, we have inadvertently stumbled upon
the general system description for which algorithms described in this disser-
tation are designed. There exists a pristine reference image/video which is
transmitted through a system from the source. At the receiver, a distorted
version of this image/video is received whose quality is to be assessed. Now,
the system through which the image/video passes could be a compression al-
gorithm. In this case, as we shall see, measures of blockiness and bluriness are
used for NR IQA. In case the system is a channel that drops packets, the effect
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of packet loss on quality may be evaluated. We now briefly describe how the
performance of an algorithm is evaluated.
1.1.1 Performance Evaluation & Databases
We know that the aim of IQA/VQA is to create algorithms that predict
the quality of an image/video such that the algorithmic prediction matches
that of a human observer. For this section let us assume that we have an
algorithm which takes as input a distorted image/video (and some reference
features) and gives us as output a number. The range of the output could
be anything, but for this discussion, let us assume that this range is 0-1,
where a value of 0 indicates that the signal is extremely bad and a value of 1
indicates that the signal is extremely good. We also assume that the scale is
continuous, i.e., all possible real-numbers between 0 and 1 are valid algorithmic
scores. With this setup, the next question one should ask is, ‘How do we know
if these numbers generated are any good?’. Essentially, what is the guarantee
that the algorithm is not spewing out random numbers between 0 and 1 with
no regard to the intended viewer?
The ultimate observer of a visual signal is a human and hence his per-
ception of quality is of utmost importance. Hence, a set of images/videos are
utilized for a subjective study and the perceptual quality of the image/video
is captured in the MOS. However, picking (say) 10 images/videos and demon-
strating that the algorithmic scores correlate with human subjective perception
is no good. We require that the algorithm perform well over a wide variety of
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cases, and hence the database on which the algorithm is tested must contain
a broad range of distortions and a variety of content, so that the stability
of its performance may be assessed. In order to allow for a fair comparison
of algorithms that are developed by different people, it is imperative that
the IQA/VQA database, along with the subjective MOS be made publicly
available. For IQA, currently, the LIVE image quality assessment database is
the de facto standard and incorporates a wide range of distortion types and
degradation levels [264]. In this proposal, we will not be concerned with IQA
database creation and hence we shall cease talking about it here and focus on
VQA.
One publicly available dataset for VQA is the popular Video Quality
Experts Group (VQEG) FRTV Phase-I dataset [297]. The VQEG dataset
consists of 20 reference videos, each subjected to 16 different distortions to
form a total of 320 distorted videos. In [297], a study of various algorithms
was conducted on this dataset and it was shown that none of the assessed
algorithms were statistically better than peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)1!
Over the years, many new FR VQA algorithms which perform well on this
dataset have been proposed [247, 313]. However, the VQEG dataset is not
without its drawbacks [255, ?], and hence we (and other researchers) have
proposed attractive alternatives to the VQEG database [182, ?].
Now that we have a dataset with subjective MOS and scores from an
1Why PSNR is a poor measure of visual quality is described in [94] and [310].
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algorithm, our goal is to study the correlation between them. In order to do so,
Spearman’s Rank Ordered Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) [266] is generally
used [297]. SROCC of 1 indicates that the two sets of data under study are
perfectly correlated. Other measures of correlation include the Linear (Pear-
son’s) correlation coefficient (LCC) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
between the objective and subjective scores. LCC and RMSE are generally
evaluated after subjecting the algorithms to a logistic function. This is to al-
low for the objective and subjective scores to be non-linearly related. For eg.,
figure 1.1 shows a scatter plot between MOS scores from the VQEG dataset
and an FR VQA algorithm [173]. As one can see, the two are definitely cor-
related, only that the correlation is non-linear. Transformation of the scores
using the logistic accounts for this non-linearity and hence application of LCC
and RMSE make sense. It is essential to point out that application of the
logistic in no way constitutes ‘training’ an algorithm on the dataset (as some
authors claim). It is simply a technique that allows for application of the LCC
and RMSE as statistical measures of performance. A high value (close to 1)
for LCC and a low value (close to 0) for RMSE indicate that the algorithm
performs well.
Having summarized how one would analyze a VQA algorithm, let us
move on to the human visual system whose properties are of tremendous im-
portance for developing VQA algorithms.
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Figure 1.1: Figure showing a scatter plot between MOS from the VQEG
dataset and an FR VQA algorithm’s scores. A non-linear correlation is evi-
dent. Figure also shows a best-fit-line through the scatter obtained using the
logistic function proposed in [297].
1.1.2 A Brief Foray into the Human Visual System
You are currently staring at these words on a sheet of paper. Due
to acquired fluency in English, it takes you a fraction of a second to view,
process, understand and proceed along this page. But it is not language alone
that guides you along. The human visual system (HVS) which processes all of
the information incident upon the eye and renders it into a form recognizable
by higher areas of the human brain for cognitive processes to occur has been
one of the most actively researched areas of neuroscience.
The first stage of visual processing in the human are the eyes. This
spherical mass is home to different kinds of photoreceptors - receptors that
produce a response when incident with photons. The response of these recep-
tors is fed through the retinal ganglion cells and then to the Lateral Geniculate
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Neucleus (LGN) which resides in the thalamus. The LGN is analogous to an
‘active’ switch - receiving and processing both feed-forward and feedback in-
formation. LGN responses are passed on to area V1 of the primary visual
cortex (situated at the back of your head) which then connects to area V2, V4
as well as area V5/Middle-temporal (MT) and other higher areas in the brain.
This kind of hierarchical structure is common in neural processing.
Each of the above described units is an interesting area of study, how-
ever we shall not pursue them in detail here. The interested reader is referred
to [246] for overviews and descriptions. Here we shall look at these regions of
processing using a system-design perspective. The first stage of processing is
the human eye. The eye behaves akin to a low-pass filter since light at fre-
quencies above 60 cycles per degree (cpd) are not passed on to the receptors
at the back of the eye. Current research indicates that there are two kinds
of photoreceptors - rods and cones, based on their response characteristics
[303]. Rods are generally in use in low-light conditions while cones are used
for vision under well-lit conditions and for color vision. There exist 3 types of
cones and depending upon their response characteristics are classified as Long
(L), Medium (M) and Short (S) wavelength cones. Another very important
characteristic of the eye is the fact that not every region in the visual field is
perceived with the same amount of acuity. For example, stare at any one word
in this sentence and then try (without moving your eye) to read the beginning
of this paragraph. You will notice that even though the word that you are
staring at is extremely clear, as you move away from the word under focus,
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you start loosing resolution. This is referred to as foveation. If you haven’t
thought about this before, it may come as a surprise, since the world seems
sharp in daily life. This is because the eye performs an efficient engineering so-
lution (given the contraints). The HVS is designed such that the when viewing
at a scene, the eye makes rapid movements called saccades interleaved with
fixations. Fixations, as the name suggests, refers to the process of looking at a
particular location for an extended period of time. Little to no information is
gathered during a saccade and most information is gathered during a fixation.
Using this strategy of eye movements where the region of maximum visual
acuity (fovea) is placed at one location for a short period of time, and then
moved to another, the HVS constructs a ‘high resolution’ map of the scene.
Foveation driven video coding is an active area of research [319].
QA systems which seek to emulate the HVS generally model the first
stage of processing using a point-spread-function (PSF) to mimic the low-pass
response of the human eye. The responses from the receptors in the eye are
fed to the retinal ganglion cells. These are generally modeled using center-
surround filters, since ganglion cells have been shown to possess on-center off-
surround structure [246]. Similar models are used for the LGN. The next stage
of the HVS is area V1. The neurons in V1 have been shown to be sensitive
to direction, orientation, scale and so on. A multi-scale, multi-orientation
decomposition is generally used to mimic this. Better models for V1 involve
using multi-scale Gabor filterbanks [247]. The area V5/MT is responsible
for processing motion information. Motion estimates are of great importance
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for the human since they are used for depth perception, judging velocities
of oncoming objects and so on. The engineering equivalent of this region is
estimating optical flow [20] from frames in a video. A coarser approximation
is block-based motion estimation [226].
In the HVS, the responses from MT/V5 are further sent to higher levels
of the brain for processing. We do not discuss them here. The interested reader
is referred to [246] for details. Even though the algorithms that are proposed
in this dissertation do not seek to explicitly model the HVS,2 the described
algorithms have some relationships with the HVS which we shall explore.
1.2 Contributions
This dissertation is divided into three major section. The first section
deals with blind/no-reference image quality assessment, where a revolutionary
NR IQA algorithm that is distortion-agnostic is proposed (Chapter 3). The
second section extends the proposed framework for NR IQA and demonstrates
a novel application – blind distortion-aware perceptually optimized image re-
pair (Chapter 4). We move from images to videos in Chapter 5, where a large
scale human study to assess the quality of videos when viewed on mobile de-
vices is described. This timely database and human opinion analysis will guide
the development of behavior-aware video quality assessment algorithms. The
content of each of these chapters is summarized below.
2Since our limited understanding of the HVS makes these HVS-models poor imitations
and hence reduce QA algorithm performance
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1.2.1 No-reference Image Quality Assessment
Our approach to blind image quality assessment (IQA) is based on
the hypothesis that natural scenes possess certain statistical properties which
are altered in the presence of distortion, rendering them un-natural ; and
that by characterizing this un-naturalness using scene statistics one can iden-
tify the distortion afflicting the image and perform no-reference (NR) IQA.
Based on this theory, we propose an (NR)/blind algorithm - the Distortion
Identification-based Image Verity and INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE) index
- that assesses the quality of a distorted image without need for a reference
image. DIIVINE is based on a 2-stage framework involving distortion identifi-
cation followed by distortion-specific quality assessment. DIIVINE is capable
of assessing the quality of a distorted image across multiple distortion cate-
gories, as against most NR IQA algorithms that are distortion-specific in na-
ture. DIIVINE is based on natural scene statistics which govern the behavior
of natural images. In this paper, we detail the principles underlying DIIVINE,
the statistical features extracted and their relevance to perception and thor-
oughly evaluate the algorithm on the popular LIVE IQA database. Further, we
compare the performance of DIIVINE against leading full-reference (FR) IQA
algorithms and demonstrate that DIIVINE is statistically superior to the often
used measure of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and statistically equivalent
to the popular structural similarity index (SSIM).
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1.2.2 Distortion-aware Perceptually Optimized Blind Image Re-
pair
We define the new idea of image repair as a process of correcting one
or more possibly different types of distortions afflicting an image. These dis-
tortions could introduce linear or non-linear degradations, compression arti-
facts, noise etc., or combinations of these. Thus the concept encompasses
denoising, deblurring, deblocking, deringing, and any other post-acquisition
image improvement processes that address distortions. The problem becomes
distortion-blind when the nature of the distortion processes is unknown prior
to analyzing the image. Towards solving this problem, we describe a new
framework for repairing an image that has undergone an unknown set of distor-
tions, based on identifying the distortion(s) present in the image (if any) and
applying possibly multiple distortion-specific image repair algorithms. Our
philosophy is based on the principle that the task of general purpose image
repair is one of agglomeration, i.e., the algorithm should embody multiple
high-performing distortion-specific repair modules such that seamless general
purpose image repair is achieved. Our proposed framework – the GEneral-
purpose No-reference Image Improver (GENII) – is blind to distortion type as
well as to distortion parameters, and only requires as input the distorted image
to be repaired. GENII is modular and easily extensible to image repair prob-
lems beyond those considered here. GENII operates by using natural scene
statistic models to identify distortion, to perceptually optimize the distortion
parameter(s), to assess the quality of the intermediate repaired images, and
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to perceptually optimize the repair processes. We explain the general purpose
image repair framework and a realization of this framework, dubbed GENII-
1. This implementation assumes that the image has been affected by only
a single unknown distortion from among four possibilities. We evaluate the
performance of GENII-1 on 4000 distorted images, and demonstrate that it
delivers substantial improvements in both quantitative and qualitative visual
quality.
1.2.3 Video Quality assessment on Mobile Devices
We shall introduce a new resource that models video distortions in
heavily-trafficked wireless networks and that contains measurements of hu-
man subjective impressions of the quality of videos. The new LIVE Mobile
Video Quality Assessment (VQA) database consists of 200 distorted videos
created from 10 RAW HD reference videos, obtained using a RED ONE digi-
tal cinematographic camera. While the LIVE Mobile VQA database includes
distortions that have been previously studied such as compression and wireless
packet-loss, it also incorporates dynamically varying distortions that change
as a function of time, such as frame-freezes and temporally varying compres-
sion rates. The subjective study portion of the database includes both the
differential mean opinion scores (DMOS) computed from the ratings that the
subjects provided at the end of each video clip, as well as the continuous tem-
poral scores that the subjects recorded as they viewed the video. The study
involved over 50 subjects and resulted in 5,300 summary subjective scores and
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time-sampled subjective traces of quality. We also study a variety of models
of temporal pooling that may reflect strategies that the subjects used to make
the final decision on video quality. Further, we compare the quality ratings
obtained from the tablet and the mobile phone studies in order to study the
impact of these different display modes on quality. We also evaluate several
objective image and video quality assessment (IQA/VQA) algorithms with
regards to their efficacy in predicting visual quality. A detailed correlation
analysis and statistical hypothesis testing is carried out.
Before we describe the above contributions in detail, a short literature




This chapter performs a brief overview of previous work in the topics
to be described in the rest of this dissertation. This chapter is by no means
comprehensive and only summarizes relevant literature, while pointing the
interested reader to more comprehensive reviews.
2.1 No-reference Image Quality Assessment
Most present-day NR IQA algorithms assume that the distorting medium
is known - for example, compression, loss induced due to noisy channel etc.
Based on this assumption, distortions specific to the medium are modeled and
quality is assessed. By far the most popular distorting medium is compres-
sion which implies that blockiness and bluriness should be evaluated. In the
following, we study blind QA algorithms that target three common distortion
categories: JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression, and blur. We also
survey blind QA algorithms that operate holistically.
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2.1.1 Distortion-specific IQA Algorithms
2.1.1.1 JPEG IQA
The general approach to NR JPEG IQA is to measure edge strength at
block boundaries and relate this strength and possibly some measure of image
activity to perceived quality. JPEG NR IQA algorithms include those that use
a hermite transform based approach to model blurred edges [167], those that
estimate first-order differences and activity in an image [316], those that utilize
an importance map weighting of spatial blocking scores [19], those that use a
threshold-based approach on computed gradients [52] and those that compute
block strengths in the Fourier domain [279]. Each of these approaches measures
a subset of blocking, blur and activity and computes perceptual quality, either
using a training set, or by combining features in an intelligent fashion.
2.1.1.2 JPEG2000 IQA
For JPEG2000 ringing artifacts in an image are generally modeled by
measuring edge-spread using an edge-detection based approach and this edge
spread is related to quality [204], [286], [163]. Other approaches include those
that compute simple features in the spatial domain [242], or those that utilize
natural scene statistics [262]. In [262], the authors exploit the dependency
between a wavelet coefficient and its neighbors, and the fact that the presence
of distortion will alter these dependencies. The dependencies are captured




Blur IQA algorithms model edge spreads and relate these spreads to
perceived quality, similar to the approach followed by NR JPEG2000 IQA algo-
rithms. Edge strengths are quantified using a variety of techniques, including
block kurtosis of DCT coefficients [36], iterative thresholding of a gradient im-
age [296], and measuring the probability of blur detection [188] or model the
just-noticeable-blur [81] in an image. Researchers have also explored the use
of saliency models for NR blur IQA [236]. A noise-robust blur measure was
also proposed in [344] that utilizes a gradient-based approach coupled with the
singular value decomposition.
It should be clear to the reader that each of these distortion specific
NR IQA algorithms attempt to model indicators of quality for the distortion
in question, and hence are unsuitable for use in a general-purpose (distortion-
agnostic) scenario.
2.1.2 Holistic IQA algorithms
Li proposed a series of heuristic measures to characterize image quality
based on three quantities - edge sharpness, random noise level (impulse/additive
white Gaussian noise) and structural noise [143]. Edge sharpness is measured
using an edge-detection approach, while the random noise level is measured us-
ing a local smoothness approach (impulse noise) and PDE-based model (Gaus-
sian noise). Structural noise as defined by Li relates to blocking and ringing
from compression techniques such as JPEG and JPEG2000. Unfortunately,
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the author does not analyze the performance of the proposed measures, nor
propose a technique to combine the measures to produce a general-purpose
quality assessment algorithm.
Gabrada and Cristobal proposed an innovative strategy for blind IQA
which utilized the Renyi entropy measure [88] along various orientations to
measure anisotropy. The proposed approach is attractive since natural images
are anisotropic in nature and possesses statistical structure that distortions de-
stroy. They measure mean, standard deviation and range of the Renyi entropy
along four pre-defined orientations in the spatial domain and demonstrate their
correlation with perceived quality. Unfortunately, a thorough evaluation of the
proposed measure is again lacking.
Recently, Saad and Bovik proposed a general-purpose blind quality as-
sessment algorithm that computes four features in the DCT domain: DCT
kurtosis, DCT contrast and two anisotropy measures inspired from [88] - max-
imum and variance of the Renyi entropy along four orientations [235]. Features
are extracted over two scales and a Gaussian distribution is used to model the
relationship between the DMOS and the extracted features. The measure was
shown to perform well in terms of correlation with human perception across
distortion categories.
Blind/NR video quality assessment (VQA) is an important problem
that has followed a similar trajectory. Some authors have proposed techniques
which measure blockiness, blur, corner outliers and noise separately, and use a
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Minkowski sum to pool the measures of quality together [37, 79]. In both these
approaches, distortion-specific indicators of quality are computed and pooled
using a variety of pre-fixed thresholds and training, as against our approach
that uses concepts from NSS to produce a modular and easily extensible ap-
proach that can be modified to include other distortions than those discussed
here. We anticipate that the approach taken here could be eventually extended
to video to achieve good results.
2.2 Image Repair
The diverse subfields of image repair that we address have been well
explored and broadly surveyed and hence we refrain from a thorough review
of these techniques. Instead, we summarize some key algorithms and where
appropriate point the reader to other literature in the field. We (very briefly)
summarize relevant research on the following subclasses of image repair : (1)
deringing, (2) deblocking, (3) denoising and (4) deblurring/deconvolution.
While we are unaware of algorithms that tackle all the four distortions consid-
ered here, some algorithms tackle more than one of these distortions and this
is noted in the summary below.
Deringing Existing approaches include iterative projection on to convex sets
(POCS) [144], total variation [134, 189, 190], anisotropy [23], bilateral filtering
and its variants [75, 131, 193, 285] and quadtree decompositions [55, 56, 340] .
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Deblocking Prominent deblocking algorithms include those that use a field
of experts model for natural images [276, 277], those operating in the DCT
domain [342], those that use local smoothing filters [27], and block processing
[146, 341] and those based on POCS [147]. A shape adaptive DCT algorithm
for denoising has also been shown to perform well at deblocking images [83].
Denoising Algorithms for denoising include subband methods [137, 222–
224, 271], those that use sparse coding [76] and those based on collaborative
filtering and local shape adaptation in the DCT domain [61, 83]. Reviews and
analysis may be found in [29, 49].
Deblurring Deconvolution algorithms include approaches based on collabo-
rative Wiener filtering [62], statistics of natural images in the gradient domain
[140, 145], color statistics of natural images [119], space-variant Gaussian scale
mixture (GSM) statistical modeling of wavelet coefficients [97, 98] and those
that tackle spatially varying blur [16]. The approaches in [97, 98, 119] (among
others) are capable of performing both denoising and deblurring.
2.3 Video Quality Assessment on Mobile Devices
Several researchers have conducted subjective video quality studies with
various aims [182, 255, 297, 298, 300]. Significant effort has also been applied
to designing objective algorithms that are capable of predicting visual quality
with high correlation against subjective perception [219, 252, 313, 324]. Previ-
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ous subjective studies on VQA have been performed on large format displays
such as CRT/LCD monitors, while typically distorted videos have included
compressed videos (H.264/MPEG), videos transmitted over wireless/IP chan-
nels [255],[182] and jittered and delayed videos [99, 112]. While video quality
on mobile devices has not been extensively researched, there have been a few
studies on the quality assessment of videos on mobile devices.
Eichhorn and Ni performed a human study to evaluate the quality
of H.264 scalable video codec (SVC) encoded video streams at QVGA and
QQVGA resolutions on a 2.5-inch screen [74]. Each of the six 8-second clips
were encoded at two spatial resolutions using 3 temporal layers and 4 quality
layers. Thirty subjects rated the visual quality of the videos yielding a differen-
tial mean opinion (DMOS) score for each of the videos in the database. Based
on the DMOS obtained, the authors analyzed the effect of reduced spatial res-
olution as well as reduced temporal sampling and quality. While the analysis
presented is interesting, the low-resolution of the videos (QVGA/QQVGA)
relative to those displayed by current mobile devices, the fact that some of the
videos in the database were un-natural (eg., animations) and the unavailability
of the database limit its current utility.
Knoche and colleagues evaluated image resolution requirements for Mo-
bileTV by conducting a large-scale human study where over 120 subjects par-
ticipated (although each video only received 32 ratings) [133]. The subjects
were asked to rate the quality of videos which had gracefully decreasing en-
coding bit-rates (using Microsoft Windows Video V8 codec) and varying res-
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olutions on a display of resolution 240× 320. The results presented are quite
valuable, especially since the authors also varied audio quality in the study.
However, from an algorithm design-perspective, the lack of pristine reference
videos as well as the manner in which some of the videos were artificially mod-
ified (eg., feeds from News which included text scrolls, picture-in-picture etc.),
coupled with its unavailability again limits the usefulness of the database.
Jumisko-Pyykko and Hakkinen performed a subjective study where ref-
erence clips from video tapes were converted to digital video, then compressed
using a variety of video codecs (H.263, H.264 etc.) [120]. The authors evalu-
ated video-only as well as audio-video quality on the Nokia 6600 and the S-E
P800. As with other studies of this nature, the very low frame-rates and bit-
rates relative to current technology and the lack of public availability reduce
the currency of the work.
Ries et al. evaluated the quality of five reference videos of 10-seconds
each when compressed at varying frame-rates and bit-rates using the H.264/AVC
baseline encoder [227]. The authors also detailed an algorithm that would eval-
uate the quality of these videos so that the objective scores produced would
correlate well with the obtained human opinion scores. All of the limitations
of the above databases apply to this one as well. Other studies on mobile
devices include an investigation on context and its effect on quality [121], and
a study of the effect of extremely low bit-rates on perceived quality [328].
Having summarized the previous work in the relevant areas, we now
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Blind Image Quality Assessment: From
Natural Scene Statistics to Perceptual Quality
We have developed a computational theory for NR IQA based on the
statistics of natural images1 [93, 202, 269, 270]. Natural un-distorted images
possess certain statistical properties that hold across different image contents.
For example, it is well known that the power spectrum of natural scenes fall-
off as (approximately) 1/fγ, where f is frequency [93]. Natural scene statistic
(NSS) models seek to capture those statistical properties of natural scenes
that hold across different contents. Our approach to NR IQA is based on the
hypothesis that, the presence of distortions in natural images alters the natural
statistical properties of images, thereby rendering them (and consequently
their statistics) unnatural [261]. The goal of an NR IQA algorithm based on
NSS is to capture this ‘unnatural-ness’ in the distorted image and relate it
to perceived quality. In the past, such NSS-based QA algorithms have been
successfully deployed for FR IQA [261, 263], for RR IQA [142, 321] and to a
small extent, for NR IQA [262]. We explore such an NSS-based approach for
NR IQA.
1By natural we mean any image that can be obtained from a camera - these include
pictures of man-made objects as well as forest/natural environments.
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Our NR IQA model utilizes a 2-stage framework for blind IQA that
we introduced in [178]. In this framework, scene statistics extracted from a
distorted natural image are used to first explicitly classify the distorted image
into one of n distortions (distortion identification - stage 1). Then, the same
set of statistics are used to evaluate the distortion-specific quality (distortion-
specific QA - stage 2) of the image. A combination of the two stages leads to
a quality score for the image which, as we shall soon demonstrate, correlates
quite well with human perception and is competitive with leading FR IQA
algorithms. The proposed approach we call Distortion Identification-based
Image Verity and INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE). The name is appropriate
as the algorithm resulting from the modeling framework succeeds at ‘divining’
image quality without any reference information or the benefit of distortion
models.
The DIIVINE approach to NR IQA is a full-fledged realization of the
preliminary framework that we had proposed in [178]. In [178], we had primar-
ily proposed the 2-stage framework and demonstrated simple implementations
of the framework as examples. Apart from the fact that the DIIVINE approach
performs much better than those realizations, the main contribution of this
work is the series of statistical features that we extract, which go beyond the
simple marginal descriptions that the previous primary realizations extracted.
Before proceeding, we state some salient aspects of DIIVINE. Present-
day NR IQA algorithms are distortion-specific, i.e., the algorithm is capable of
assessing the quality of images distorted by a particular distortion type. For
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example, the algorithm in [167] is for JPEG compressed images, that in [242]
is for JPEG2000 compressed images and that in [36] is for blur. DIIVINE,
however, is not bound by the distortion-type affecting the image since we do
not seek distortion-specific indicators of quality (such as edge strength at block
boundaries) but provide a modular strategy that adapts itself to the distortion
in question. Indeed, our framework is ostensibly distortion-agnostic.
Further, since we do not use distortion-specific models, DIIVINE can
easily be extended to handle distortions beyond those considered here. Fi-
nally, by performing a thorough analysis of our algorithm we demonstrate
that DIIVINE is competitive with present day NR and FR IQA algorithms
across commonly encountered distortions. In fact, we shall demonstrate that
DIIVINE is not only statistically superior to the full-reference peak signal-to-
noise-ratio (PSNR) measure of quality, but is also statistically indistinguish-
able from a popular full-reference measure - the structural similarity index
(SSIM) [311].
3.1 Scene Statistics of Distorted Images
The DIIVINE approach for NR IQA proceeds as follows. The dis-
torted image is first decomposed using a scale-space-orientation decomposi-
tion (loosely, a wavelet transform) to form oriented band-pass responses. The
obtained subband coefficients are then utilized to extract a series of statistical
features. These statistical features are stacked to form a vector which is a sta-
tistical description of the distortion in the image. Our goal is to utilize these
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feature vectors across images to perform two tasks in sequence: (1) Identify
the probability that the image is afflicted by one of the multiple distortion
categories, then (2) Map the feature vector onto a quality score for each dis-
tortion category, i.e., build a regression model for each distortion category
to map the features onto quality, conditioned on the fact that the image is
impaired by that particular distortion category (i.e., distortion-specific QA).
The probabilistic distortion identification estimate is then combined with the
distortion-specific quality score to produce a final quality value for the image.
The method described here is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and is labeled as the Dis-
tortion Identification-based Image Verity and INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE)
index.
3.1.1 Statistical Model for Wavelet Coefficients
In the DIIVINE framework, a set of neighboring wavelet coefficients
are modeled using the Gaussian Scale Mixture (GSM) model [302]. An N
dimensional random vector Y is a GSM if Y ≡ z ·U where ≡ denotes equality
in probability distribution, U is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with
covariance CU , and z is a scalar random variable called a mixing multiplier.









The GSM model has been used to model the marginal and joint statis-
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Figure 3.1: The proposed Distortion identification-based Image Verity and
INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE) index consists of two stages: probabilistic
distortion identification followed by distortion-specific quality assessment as
illustrated here.
Y is formed by clustering a set of neighboring wavelet coefficients within a
subband, or across neighboring subbands in scale and orientation.
Next, we shall describe the statistical features that we extract from
the distorted image and motivate their choice. In order to illustrate how each
of these features behaves in natural and distorted images, we shall use the
natural un-distorted reference images shown in Fig. 3.2 and their distorted
counterparts, a subset of which are shown in Fig. 3.3. The distortions in Fig.
3.3 are exactly the same as the ones that we consider in this paper and that




Figure 3.2: (a)-(d) The images used to demonstrate features derived under
NSS models.
[264] - JPEG and JPEG2000 (JP2k) compression, additive white noise (WN),
Gaussian blur (blur) and a Rayleigh fading channel labeled fast fading (FF).
3.1.2 Extracting Scene Statistics
In order to extract statistics from distorted images we utilize the steer-
able pyramid decomposition [268]. The steerable pyramid is an overcom-
plete wavelet transform that allows for increased orientation selectivity. The
choice of the wavelet transform was motivated by the fact that the scale-space-





Figure 3.3: A subset of the distorted versions of images in Fig. 3.2. (a)-
(e) correspond to the following distortions - (a) JP2k compression, (b) JPEG
compression, (c) white noise, (d) Gaussian blur and (e) fast fading distortion.
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of spatial decomposition that occurs in area V1 of the primary visual cortex
[203, 246]. The steerable pyramid has been previously used for FR IQA [261]
as well as RR IQA [142] with success. Note that we do not use the complex
version of the steerable pyramid as in [240], but that used in [261].
Given an image whose quality is to be assessed, the first step is to per-
form a wavelet decomposition using a steerable pyramid over 2 scales and 6
orientations. We have found that an increased degree of orientation selectivity
is beneficial for the purpose of QA - more so than selectivity over more than
2 scales. The choice of steerable filters was also motivated by its increased
orientation selectivity. Our experiments have indicated that increasing the
number of scales beyond 2 does not improve performance. The resulting de-
composition results in 12 subbands across orientations and scales labeled sθα,
where α ∈ {1, 2} and θ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦}.
The next step is to perform the perceptually significant process of divi-
sive normalization [301]. Divisive normalization or contrast-gain-control was
proposed in the psychovisual literature in order to account for the non-linear
behavior of certain cortical neurons. Such normalization accounts for interac-
tions between neighboring neurons and governs the response of a neuron based
on the responses of a pool of neurons surrounding it [301]. Divisive normal-
ization also reduces the statistical dependencies between subbands thereby
de-coupling subband responses to a certain degree [301, 302]. Further, divi-
sive normalization models partially account for contrast masking [246] - an
essential ingredient in QA algorithm design. Divisive normalization has been
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explicitly used for RR IQA in the past [142]. FR IQA techniques such as
the visual information fidelity index (VIF) [261] and the structural similar-
ity index (SSIM) [311] also utilize divisive normalization, albeit in an implicit
manner [250]. Finally, the successful MOVIE index, a recently proposed FR
VQA algorithm [252] also utilizes such a technique (drawing inspiration from
the Teo and Heeger model [283]). Here, divisive normalization is implemented
as described in [142].
Specifically, given a subband coefficient y, our goal is to compute a
normalization parameter p, based on responses from neighboring subbands in
order to finally compute ŷ = y/p. To estimate p we utilize the previously
defined local statistical model for natural images - the Gaussian scale mixture
(GSM) model [302]. In our implementation, for a center coefficient yc at each
subband we define a divisive normalization transform (DNT) neighborhood
vector Y that contains 15 coefficients, including 9 from the same subband
(3 × 3 neighborhood around yc), 1 from the parent band, and 5 from the
same spatial location in the neighboring bands at the same scale. Given this
vector Y , the normalization coefficient p is computed as p =
√
Y TC−1U Y/N .
This computation is undertaken at each coefficient in each subband to pro-
duce a divisively-normalized set of subbands - dθα, where α ∈ {1, 2} and
θ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦}. The interested reader is referred to [142]
for details on the divisive normalization procedure.
In order to visualize how divisive normalization affects the statistics of












































Figure 3.4: Figure demonstrating the effect of divisive normalization on the
subband statistics of image in Fig. 3.2(a). The first row shows the histogram of
subband coefficient distributions before divisive normalization, while the sec-
ond row is the distribution after normalization. Divisive normalization makes
the subband statistics of natural images more Gaussian-like, as compared to
the Laplacian nature of the pre-normalized subband coefficients.
dθ1, where θ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦}. The normalization makes the subband statistics
more Gaussian-like for natural images.
In order to demonstrate that subband statistics are affected by each
distortion in a particular fashion, Fig. 3.5 plots the coefficient distributions
from d0
◦
1 of the image in Fig. 3.2(c) for each distortion considered here. It
should be clear that each distortion affects the statistics in a characteristic
way which is essentially independent of the content (e.g., WN always increases
the variance of subband coefficients).
Given that each distortion affects subband statistics characteristically,
the goal is to compute marginal and joint statistics across subbands in order
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Figure 3.5: Subband statistics from d0
◦
1 of the image in Fig. 3.2 (c) for different
distortions. Notice how each distortion affects the statistics in a characteristic
way.
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to extract features that are relevant to the perceived quality of the image.
3.1.2.1 Scale and orientation selective statistics (f1-f24)
Subband coefficients from each of the 12 subbands are parametrized
using a generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD). The GGD is:
fX(x;µ, σ
2, γ) = ae−[b|x−µ|]
γ
x ∈ <















tx−1e−tdt x > 0
The shape parameter γ controls the ‘shape’ of the distribution. For
example, γ = 2 yields a Gaussian distribution and γ = 1 yields a Laplacian
distribution. The parameters of the distribution (µ, σ2 and γ) are estimated
using the method proposed in [258]. GGD has also been used before to model
the subband statistics of natural images in RR IQA [321]. Since wavelet sub-
band responses are zero mean, we have to estimate σ2 and γ for each subband
leading to a total of 24 features. f1-f12 correspond to σ
2 across subbands and
f13-f24 correspond to γ across subbands.
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At this juncture it may be prudent to explain the choice of the GGD.
The divisive normalization procedure tends to produce coefficients distributed
in a Gaussian manner for natural images. In the presence of distortion how-
ever, this Gaussianity at the output of the normalization procedure is not
guaranteed. For example, from Fig. 3.5, it should be clear that distortions
such as JPEG, JP2k, Blur and FF lead to highly kurtotic (non-Gaussian) dis-
tributions even after the divisive normalization procedure. Since the shape
parameter of the GGD will capture this non-Gaussian nature, the GGD fit is
utilized here as against a simple Gaussian fit. We note that a similar procedure
was used for RR IQA in [142].
In order to demonstrate how these subband features affect quality, Fig.
3.6 shows a plot of loge(σ
2) vs. γ for one of the subbands for each of the
reference images in Fig. 3.2 and their associated distorted versions.
We have previously shown that these simple marginal statistics when
used in a simple, preliminary blind IQA algorithm - the Blind Image Quality
Index (BIQI) [178] - do a good job of identifying the distortion afflicting the
image and predicting the perceived quality of an image [177, 178]. Here we
full develop the 2-stage NSS-based IQA concept introduced in [178], by de-
ploying a much richer set of NSS-based features that capture the dependencies
between subband coefficients over scales and orientations, as well as utilizing
the perceptually relevant divisive normalization procedure.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of loge(σ
2) vs. γ for d120
◦
1 for each of the images considered
in Fig. 3.2 and their associated distorted versions. Notice how each distortion
seems to cluster in a particular region, immaterial of the image content. Images
(a)-(d): left to right, top to bottom. Reference image ( ), JPEG (◦), JPEG2K
(∆), WN (∗), blur (·) and ff (?).
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3.1.2.2 Orientation selective statistics (f25-f31)
Images are naturally multiscale. Further, there exists a relationship
between subbands at the same orientation and across different scales. Distor-
tions in an image will affect these across-scale statistics. For example, in Fig.




2 for the image in Fig.
3.2(c) and its various distorted versions. In order to plot these distributions
in 1-D, these subbands were stacked together to form a large vector, whose
histogram we plot. Notice the difference in distributions of these across-scale
coefficients for natural and distorted images.
In order to capture the variation seen in Fig. 3.7, we again utilize a
GGD fit. The 1-D GGD is now fit to the coefficients obtained by stacking
together coefficients from subbands at the same orientation but at different
scales. Specifically, 6 GGD fits corresponding to each one of {dθ1, dθ2}, θ ∈
{0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦} are computed. Again, these fits are zero-mean
and we compute two parameters - σ2 and γ. In our experiments, σ2 does not
add any information about the perceived quality and hence we use only the
computed γ’s as features. Further, we also compute a GGD fit when all of
the subbands are stacked together (i.e., {dθα},∀α, θ) and use the γ parameter
again as our feature. Thus, f25−f30 correspond to γ from the statistics across
scales over different orientations, while f31 corresponds to γ from the statistics
across subbands. In Fig. 3.8 we plot these computed γ values for each of the
images in Fig. 3.2 and their associated distorted versions.
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image in fig. 3.2(c) and its various distorted versions. Notice the difference in
distributions of these across-scale coefficients for natural and distorted images.
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Figure 3.8: Orientation Selective Statistics (γ) for reference and distorted
images. Images (a)-(d): left to right, top to bottom. Reference image ( ),
JPEG (◦), JPEG2K (∆), WN (∗), blur (·) and ff (?). 1 − 7 on the x-axis
correspond to f25-f31.
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3.1.2.3 Correlations across scales (f32-f43)
One of the primary stages in human visual processing is filtering of the
visual stimulus by the retinal ganglion cells [246]. These cells have center-
surround-difference properties and have spatial responses that resemble dif-
ference of Gaussians (DoG) functions [208, 246]. The responses of these cells
serve a variety of likely purposes including dynamic range compression, coding
and enhancement of features such as edges [208, 246]. Image compression algo-
rithms such as EZT and SPIHT [237, 257] offer evidence of correlations across
scales as well. Statistics of edges have been used for blur quality assessment
[53]. Given that edges are important, it is reasonable to suppose that there ex-
ist elegant statistical properties between high-pass responses of natural images
and their band-pass counterparts. Indeed, in our experiments, we found that
such a relationship exists for natural images and this relationship is affected
by the presence of distortion. We model high-pass band-pass correlations in
order to capture these dependencies.
Each bandpass (BP) subband is compared with the high-pass (HP)
residual band (obtained from the steerable pyramid transform) using a win-
dowed structural correlation [311]. Specifically, the BP and HP bands are
filtered using a 15 × 15 Gaussian window with σ = 1.5 [311]. The structural






where σxy is the cross-covariance between the windowed regions from the BP
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and HP bands, and σ2x, σ
2
y are their windowed variances respectively; C2 is a
stabilizing constant that prevents instabilities from arising when the denomi-
nator tends to 0, and its value is the same as that used in [311]. The mean of
the correlation map so obtained is used as the correlation feature.
Fig. 3.9 plots the value of the correlation coefficient for each of the
12 subbands and for all images considered in fig. 3.2 and their associated
distorted versions. Again, distortion-specific clustering immaterial of content
is evident.
Since there are 12 subbands, 12 such correlations are computed, yielding
features f32-f43.
3.1.2.4 Spatial correlation (f44-f73)
Throughout this discussion we have emphasized the observation that
natural images are highly structured and that distortions modify this structure.
While we have captured many such modifications in the subband domain,
one particular form of scene statistics that remains neglected is the spatial
structure of the subbands. Natural images have a correlation structure that,
in most places, smoothly varies as function of distance.
In order to capture spatial correlation statistics, we proceed as follows.
For each τ , τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 25}, and for each dθ1, θ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦},
we compute the joint empirical distribution between coefficients at (i, j) and
Nτ8(i, j), where N
τ
8 denotes the set of spatial locations at a distance of τ (chess-
board distance). The joint distribution attained for a value of τ can be thought
43
































































































Figure 3.9: Across scale correlation statistics for reference and distorted im-
ages. Images (a)-(d): left to right, top to bottom. Reference image ( ), JPEG
(◦), JPEG2K (∆), WN (∗), blur (·) and ff (?). 1−12 on the x-axis correspond
to f32-f43.
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of as the joint distribution pXY (x, y) between two random variables X and Y .
To estimate correlation between these two variables, we compute:
ρ(τ) =
EpXY (x,y)[(X − EpX(x)[X])T (Y − EpY (y)[Y ])]
σXσY
where EpX(x)[X] is the expectation of X with respect to the marginal distri-
bution pX(x) obtained from the computed joint distribution, and similarly for
Y and (X, Y ). In order to visualize this ρ(τ) for different distortions, in Fig.
3.10 we plot ρ as a function of τ for the image in Fig. 3.2 (b) and its distorted
versions in Fig. 3.3. Notice how the presence of distortion alters the spatial
correlations statistics.
Once ρ(τ) is obtained, we parameterize the obtained curve by fitting
it with a 3rd order polynomial, where τ is the distance at which the estimate
of ρ is computed. Such a fit is computed for dθ1,∀θ. The coefficients of the
polynomial and the error between the fit and the actual ρ(τ) form the features
- f44-f73.
3.1.2.5 Across orientation statistics (f74-f88)
One set of statistics that remains unexplored are statistical correla-
tions that natural images exhibit across orientations. In order to capture the
distortion-induced modifications to these statistical correlations across orien-
tations, we compute windowed structural correlation (same as the across scale
statistics) between all possible pairs of subbands at the coarsest scale. The
set of features is the lowest 5% [175, 219] of the structural correlation values
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Figure 3.10: Plot of spatial correlation coefficient (ρ(τ)) for various distance
τ for one subband of an image, across distortions.
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Figure 3.11: Across-orientation statistics for reference and distorted images.
Images (a)-(d): left to right, top to bottom. Reference image ( ), JPEG (◦),
JPEG2K (∆), WN (∗), blur (·) and ff (?). 1− 15 on the x-axis correspond to
f74-f88.
so obtained for each pair, leading to a total of 6C2 = 15 features - f74-f88. In
Fig. 3.11 we plot the value of these across orientation features for each of the
images considered in Fig. 3.2 and their associated distorted versions. Notice
clustering of distortions independent of content. All of the features described
here are listed in Table 3.1 for reference.
Until now, we defined a series of statistical features that we extracted
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Feature ID Feature Description Computation Procedure
f1 − f12 Variance of subband coefficients Fitting a generalized Gaussianto subband coefficients
f13 − f24 Shape parameter of subband coefficients Fitting a generalized Gaussianto subband coefficients
f25 − f31 Shape parameter across subband coefficients Fitting a generalized Gaussianto orientation subband coefficients
f32 − f43 Correlations across scales Computing windowedstructural correlation between filter responses
f44 − f73 Spatial correlation across subbands Fitting a polynomialto the correlation function
f74 − f88 Across orientation statistics Computing windowed structural correlationbetween adjacent orientations at same scale
Table 3.1: Table listing each of the features considered here and the method
in which they were computed.
from subband coefficients and we described how each of these statistics are
affected in the presence of distortion. However, the relationship to quality for
each of these features requires clarification. Hence, in Fig. 3.12 we plot the
Spearman’s rank ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC) across each of the
distorted categories across all distorted images in the LIVE image database.
Note that no training is undertaken here; the plot is simply to justify the
choice of the features as good indicators of quality. As is clear, some features
predict perceived quality with greater correlation with human perception than
others.
3.2 Distortion-identification based image verity and in-
tegrity evaluation
Our 2-stage approach to NR IQA - as realized here in constructing the
DIIVINE index - consists of utilizing the features extracted as described above






































































































































































































































[178]. Both these stages require a calibration process that relates the computed
feature to the distortion-class associated with it and the human opinion score
associated with it. This calibration is achieved using training, where a set of
images whose ground truth class of distortion as well the associated human
opinion score (i.e., perceived quality score) is known. Given this training set,
we calibrate the two stages of distortion-identification and distortion-specific
quality assessment. Once calibrated, DIIVINE is capable of assessing the
quality of any distorted image without the need for the reference. Note that
the calibration stage also does not require the reference image.
Given a training set of images with known distortion class, spanning
the range of distortions (n) the algorithm is being calibrated for, we train a
classifier with the true class and the feature vector as inputs. The classifier
‘learns’ the mapping from feature space to class label, and once calibration is
achieved the trained classifier produces an estimate of the class of distortion
given an input image (i.e., the feature vector associated with the input image).
Similarly, given a set of training images with known quality scores for
each of the n distortion classes, we train n regression modules that map the
feature vector to the associated quality score. Since each module is trained
specifically for each distortion, these regression modules, once trained, function
as distortion-specific assessors of quality, i.e., each trained module will produce
an estimate of quality (when given as input an image/feature vector) under the
assumption that the image is distorted with that particular distortion. The
input image whose quality is to be assessed is passed through each of these
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trained distortion-specific quality assessment modules and hence we receive ~q,
an n-dimensional vector corresponding to the quality estimates from each of
these n regression modules.
In our approach, the classifier does not produce a hard classification.
Instead, probability estimates are extracted from the classifier, which indicate
the confidence that the trained classifier demonstrates in placing the input in
each of the n classes. Thus, given an input image/feature vector, the trained
classifier produces an n-dimensional vector ~p, which represent probabilities of
the input belonging to each of the n classes.
Given the two vectors ~p and ~q, DIIVINE = ~pT~q - i.e., each distortion-
specific quality score is weighted by the probability of that distortion being
present in the image.
Obviously, one can choose to utilize any classifier and any regression
tool to map the feature vectors onto classes/quality scores. In this imple-
mentation we utilize a support vector machine (SVM) for classification and
support vector regression (SVR) for regression [243, 295]. The choice of SVM
and SVR were motivated by the fact that these tools have been shown to
perform well on high-dimensional hard classification/regression problems [30].
The interested reader is directed to [30, 243, 295] for detailed explanations of
SVMs and SVRs.
We utilize the libSVM package [42] in order to implement the SVM
and the SVRs. The kernel used for both classification and regression is the ra-
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dial basis function (RBF) kernel, whose parameters are estimated using cross-
validation on the training set.
3.3 Performance evaluation
3.3.1 LIVE IQA database
We tested the DIIVINE index on the popular LIVE IQA database
[264], which consists of 29 reference images and 779 distorted images that
span various distortion categories - JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, white
noise, Gaussian blur and a Rayleigh fading channel (fast fading); along with
the associated human differential mean opinion scores (DMOS), which are
representative of the perceived quality of the image.
Since DIIVINE requires a training stage in order to calibrate the rela-
tionship between the extracted statistical features and the distortion category,
as well as DMOS, we split the LIVE dataset into 2 non-overlapping sets - a
training set and a testing set. The training set consists of 80% of the reference
images and their associated distorted versions while the testing set consists
of the remaining 20% of the reference images and their associated distorted
versions. The classification and regression modules are trained on the training
set and the results are then tested on the testing set. In order to ensure that
the proposed approach is robust across content and is not governed by the
specific train-test split utilized, we repeat this random 80% train - 20% test
split 1000 times on the LIVE dataset and evaluate the performance on each of
these test sets. The figures reported here are the median of the indices used
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for performance across these 1000 train-test iterations2.
The indices used to measure performance of the algorithm are the
Spearman’s Rank Ordered Correlation Coefficient (SROCC), the linear (Pear-
son’s) correlation coefficient (LCC) and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
between the predicted score and the DMOS. LCC and RMSE are computed
after passing the algorithmic scores through a logistic non-linearity as in [264].
A value close to 1 for SROCC and LCC and a value close to 0 for RMSE indi-
cates superior correlation with human perception. The median SROCC, LCC
and RMSE values across these 1000 train-test trials are tabulated in Tables
3.2-3.4, for each distortion category, as well as across distortion categories.
We also report the performance of two FR IQA algorithms - peak-
signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), and the structural similarity index (SSIM). The
former has been used (despite much criticism [94, 310]) as a measure of quality
for many years, and the latter is now gaining popularity as a good-yet-efficient
assessor of perceived image quality. We also tabulate the performances of
several NR IQA algorithms, including original algorithms used to demonstrate
the concept of the two-stage framework - the Blind Image Quality Index (BIQI)
- BIQI-PURE and BIQI-4D3, and the two holistic NR IQA algorithms that
we have previously discussed - Anisotropy based NR IQA [88] and the BLind
Image Integrity Notator using DCT Statistics (BLIINDS) index [235]. The
2We use the realigned DMOS scores as recommended in [264] and report results only on
the distorted images, as in [264].
3The reader is referred to [178] for details on these realizations of the BIQI-framework.
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JP2K JPEG WN Gblur FF All
PSNR 0.868 0.885 0.943 0.761 0.875 0.866
SSIM (SS) 0.938 0.947 0.964 0.907 0.940 0.913
BIQI-PURE 0.736 0.591 0.958 0.778 0.700 0.726
BIQI-4D 0.802 0.874 0.958 0.821 0.730 0.824
Anisotropic IQA 0.173 0.086 0.686 0.595 0.541 0.323
BLIINDS 0.805 0.552 0.890 0.834 0.678 0.663
DIIVINE 0.913 0.910 0.984 0.921 0.863 0.916
Table 3.2: Median Spearman’s rank ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC)
across 1000 train-test trials on the LIVE image quality assessment database.
Italicized algorithms are NR IQA algorithms, others are FR IQA algorithms.
BIQI realizations are available online [174], and the implementation of the
anisotropy measure4 was obtained from [89]. We implemented the BLIINDS
index as described in [235].
It should be clear that DIIVINE performs well in terms of correlation
with human perception. Further, DIIVINE improves upon the BIQI real-
izations, and is superior to the two other holistic NR IQA approaches. Re-
markably, DIIVINE also trumps the full-reference PSNR, for each distortion
separately as well as across distortion categories. However, the most salient
observation from the Tables 3.2-3.4 is that the proposed no-reference approach
is competitive with the full-reference SSIM index! This is no mean achieve-
ment, since the SSIM index is currently one of the most popular FR IQA
algorithms.
Although distortion-identification/classification is not explicitly per-
4We note that in [88], the authors mention a correction for JPEG images, which we do
not implement here. The variance parameter as suggested is used for NR IQA.
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JP2K JPEG WN Gblur FF All
PSNR 0.879 0.903 0.917 0.782 0.880 0.862
SSIM (SS) 0.940 0.947 0.983 0.902 0.952 0.906
BIQI-PURE 0.750 0.630 0.968 0.800 0.722 0.740
BIQI-4D 0.819 0.879 0.968 0.843 0.771 0.833
Anisotropic IQA 0.130 0.083 0.490 0.469 0.420 0.187
BLIINDS 0.807 0.597 0.914 0.870 0.743 0.680
DIIVINE 0.922 0.921 0.988 0.923 0.888 0.917
Table 3.3: Median linear correlation (LCC) across 1000 train-test trials on the
LIVE image quality assessment database. Italicized algorithms are NR IQA
algorithms, others are FR IQA algorithms.
JP2K JPEG WN Gblur FF All
PSNR 11.87 13.60 11.14 11.25 13.33 13.89
SSIM (SS) 8.59 10.11 5.17 7.96 8.74 11.56
BIQI-PURE 16.54 24.58 6.93 11.10 19.48 18.36
BIQI-4D 14.34 15.06 6.94 9.90 17.90 15.05
Anisotropic IQA 24.65 31.40 24.41 16.19 25.44 26.68
BLIINDS 14.78 25.32 11.27 9.08 18.62 20.01
DIIVINE 9.66 12.25 4.31 7.07 12.93 10.90
Table 3.4: Median root-mean-squared error (RMSE) across 1000 train-test
trials on the LIVE image quality assessment database. Italicized algorithms
are NR IQA algorithms, others are FR IQA algorithms.
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JP2K JPEG WN Gblur FF All
Class. Acc.(%) 80.00 81.10 100 90.00 73.33 83.75
Table 3.5: Median classification accuracy of classifier across 1000 train-test
trials on the LIVE image database.
formed in the two-stage framework used here (recall that we use a probabilistic
classification in which the probability of an image belonging to a particular
distortion category is estimated), in order to demonstrate that the features
are capable of identifying the distortion afflicting the image with high accu-
racy, in Table 3.5, we list the median classification accuracy of the classifier
for each distortion category and the overall accuracy as well. The caveat here
is that the actual accuracy of the classifier is not of great import for the pro-
posed approach, since hard classification is never performed. The classification
accuracies are reported for completeness.
3.3.2 Statistical Significance Testing
We tabulated the median correlation values of DIIVINE as well as other
NR and FR IQA algorithms in the previous section. Although the presented
results show some differences in terms of the median correlation, in this section
we evaluate if this difference in correlation is statistically significant. Our
analysis here is based on the SROCC values across all distortions.
Recall that we computed correlations for each of the algorithms over
1000 test sets. Thus, apart from the median score tabulated before, we have
at our disposal the mean SROCC value and the standard error associated with
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Figure 3.13: Mean SROCC and error bars one standard deviation wide for the
algorithms evaluated in Table 3.2, across 1000 train-test trials on the LIVE
IQA database.
the 1000 correlation values. In Fig. 3.13, we plot this mean correlation value
across the dataset along with error bars one standard deviation wide for each
of the algorithms evaluated in Table 3.2.
In order to evaluate statistical significance, we utilize the one-sided t-
test between the correlation scores generated by the algorithms across the 1000
train-test trials [266]. In Table 3.6 we tabulate the results of such statistical
analysis. The null hypothesis is that the mean correlation of the row is equal to
the mean correlation of the column at the 95% confidence level. The alternative
hypothesis is that the mean correlation of the row is greater (or lesser) than the
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PSNR SSIM BIQI-PURE BIQI-4D Anisotropic IQA BLIINDS DIIVINE
PSNR 0 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
SSIM 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
BIQI-PURE -1 -1 0 -1 1 1 -1
BIQI-4D -1 -1 1 0 1 1 -1
Anisotropic IQA -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1
BLIINDS -1 -1 -1 -1 1 0 -1
DIIVINE 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
Table 3.6: Results of the one-sided t-test performed between SROCC values.
A value of ‘1’ indicates that the algorithm (row) is statistically superior to the
algorithm (column). A value of ‘0’ indicates statistical equivalence between
the row and column, while a value of ‘-1’ indicates that the algorithm (row) is
statistically inferior to the algorithm (column). Italicized algorithms are NR
IQA algorithms, others are FR IQA algorithms.
mean correlation of the column. Table 3.6 indicates which row is statistically
superior (‘1’), statistically equivalent (‘0’) or statistically inferior (‘-1’) to which
column.
From Table 3.6, it is obvious that DIIVINE is statistically better than
other no-reference approaches to IQA. Further, DIIVINE is statistically supe-
rior to the full-reference PSNR. This is a significant result indeed, for we are
unaware of any NR IQA algorithm that is not only capable of assessing quality
across many distortion categories, but also performs statistically better than
the full-reference PSNR. Indeed, DIIVINE, which predicts perceived quality
given ONLY the distorted image produces correlations with human subjective
judgments at a level that is statistically indistinguishable from the full-reference
structural similarity index (SSIM) that needs both the reference and distorted
image in order to assess quality! This suggests that one can safely replace the
FR SSIM with the NR DIIVINE without any loss in performance, provided
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that the distortions encountered are well-represented by the dataset used to
train DIIVINE (here - the LIVE IQA database).
3.3.3 Database Independence
Since NR IQA algorithms are generally trained and tested on various
splits of a single dataset (as described above), it is natural to wonder if the
trained set of parameters are database-specific. In order to demonstrate that
the training process is simply a calibration, and once such training is per-
formed, DIIVINE is capable of assessing the quality of any distorted image
(from the set of distortions it is trained for) we evaluate the performance of
DIIVINE on an alternate database - the TID2008 [221].
The TID database consists of 25 reference images and 1700 distorted
images over 17 distortion categories. Of these 25 reference images only 24 are
natural images and we test our algorithm only on these 24 images. Further,
of the 17 distortion categories we test DIIVINE only on those categories it
has been trained for - JPEG, JPEG2000 compression (JP2k), Additive white
noise (WN) and Gaussian Blur (blur)5. In order to evaluate DIIVINE on the
TID database, we train the parameters of DIIVINE using the entire LIVE
IQA database as described previously. The trained model is then tested for
its performance on the TID database. In Table 3.7, we tabulate the SROCC
values obtained for such testing for each distortion as well as across distortion
5Although DIIVINE has been trained for FF, the JP2k transmission loss distortion on
the TID database does not correspond to this kind of fading channel model and hence is
not considered here.
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JP2K JPEG WN Gblur All
PSNR 0.825 0.876 0.918 0.934 0.870
SSIM (SS) 0.963 0.935 0.817 0.960 0.902
DIIVINE 0.924 0.866 0.851 0.862 0.889
Table 3.7: Spearman’s rank ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC) on the
TID2008 database. Italicized algorithms are NR IQA algorithms, others are
FR IQA algorithms.
categories. Further, we also list the performance of the FR PSNR and SSIM
for comparison purposes. It is clear from Table 3.7 that the performance
of DIIVINE is NOT database dependent and that once trained DIIVINE is
capable of assessing the quality of images across the distortions that it is
trained for.
3.3.4 Computational Analysis
Although DIIVINE was not developed under the constraint of real-
time analysis of images, given that the performance of DIIVINE is as good as
leading FR QA algorithms, its computational complexity is relevant when one
considers applications of DIIVINE. Hence, it is prudent to perform an informal
analysis of the computations needed to predict the quality of an image without
a reference using DIIVINE.
An unoptimized MATLAB code takes approximately 60 seconds to pro-
duce a quality estimate on a 1.8 GHz processor with 2 GB of RAM running
Windows XP and MATLAB R2008a for a 512 × 768 image. The amount of
time taken for training the SVM/SVRs is negligible as is the time taken to
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Step Percentage of Time
Steerable Pyramid Decomposition 2.52
Divisive Normalization 10.83
Or. & Scale selective Statistics 0.10
Orientation selective Statistics 0.48
Across scale Correlations 8.42
Spatial Correlation 69.72
Across Orientation Statistics 7.92
Table 3.8: Informal complexity analysis of DIIVINE. Tabulated values reflect
the percentage of time devoted to each of the steps in DIIVINE.
predict the quality by the trained classifier/regressors compared to that of fea-
ture extraction. In Table 3.8 we tabulate the percentage of time devoted to
each of the steps in DIIVINE.
As is clear from Table 3.8, spatial correlation statistics occupy a con-
siderable chunk of the processing time. This is primary because constructing
the 2D PDFs needed for various spatial shifts is a computationally intensive
process. One would imagine that implementing this efficiently in compile-able
code (such as C) would cut down the time needed considerably. Further, the
steerable pyramid decomposition in this version of DIIVINE is performed us-
ing the MATLAB toolbox from the authors [268], without using MEX code
as recommended. Given that there exists C code for the same, it is not wrong
to suppose that the time take for this section may also be reduced drastically.
Similar arguments hold for the divisive normalization process. The across-
orientation statistics and the across scale correlations are based on windowed
structural correlation computation, whose current implementation is in MAT-
LAB. Recently, however, faster real-time implementations of such windowed
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correlations have been made available, which would reduce the computation
associated with these steps as well [54].
Thus, it seems that DIIVINE can be re-coded efficiently in order to
achieve close-to-real-time (if not real-time) performance. Thus, application of
DIIVINE should not suffer owing to its complexity.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion
We proposed a no-reference (NR)/blind image quality assessment (IQA)
framework and integrated algorithm based on natural scene statistics, that as-
sesses the quality of an image without need for a reference across a variety of
distortion categories. This algorithm - the Distortion identification-based Im-
age Verity and INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE) index - utilizes the previously
proposed two-stage framework which first identifies the distortion present in
the image and then performs distortion-specific quality assessment to provide
an ostensibly distortion-independent measure of perceptual quality, using ex-
tracted natural scene statistic features. We detailed the statistical features
extracted, along with motivations drawn from vision science and image pro-
cessing, and demonstrated that the DIIVINE index correlates well with hu-
man perception of quality. We undertook a thorough analysis of the proposed
index on the publicly available LIVE IQA Database, and showed that the
proposed measure is statistically superior to other NR IQA algorithms that
function across distortion categories. Further, we compared the performance
of DIIVINE with two standard full-reference QA algorithms: the peak signal-
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to-noise-ratio (PSNR) and the single-scale structural similarity index (SSIM).
We showed that DIIVINE is statistically superior to the FR PSNR and sta-
tistically indistinguishable from the FR SSIM. To the best of our knowledge,
DIIVINE is the only IQA algorithm that not only assesses quality across a
range of distortions, but also correlates with human perception judgments at
a level that is statistically equivalent to good FR measures of quality. Finally,
we demonstrated that DIIVINE performance is database-independent and can
easily be extended to distortions beyond those considered here, and performed
an informal complexity analysis.
The proposed approach is modular, and can easily be extended be-
yond the set of distortions considered here. Importantly, DIIVINE does not
compute specific distortion features (such as blocking), but instead extracts
statistical features which lend themselves to a broad range of distortion mea-
surements. Future work will involve increasing the subset of distortions be-
yond those considered here, in an effort to further relax any distortion de-




Perceptually Optimized Blind Repair of
Natural Images
Image repair refers to the process of correcting one or more possibly
different types of distortions afflicting an image. The general purpose image
repair problem is formulated as:
y = H · f(x) + n (4.1)
where y is the observed distorted image, x is the original pristine image that
we seek to recover, n is the additive noise, f(·) is a local non-linearity and H is
a matrix that models multiplicative distortion (e.g., a low-pass filter) [11, 15].
The model in (4.1) is not restricted to the spatial domain (where the vectors
x and y would be columnized versions of the 2D image) and we do not assume
that the models for image repair are limited to the spatial domain.
The general image repair problem is ill-posed, and in order to solve the
problem, certain assumptions are usually made about the structure of f,H
and n . For example, for image denoising, fix f to be an identity transform,
and H = I, where I is the identity matrix, and assume a distribution and
correlation structure on the noise n [222]. For deblurring (deconvolution),
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assume a zero-mean noise model with known variance, then estimate x from
the observed y [140] and so on.
Image repair algorithms have been broadly partitioned into blind and
non-blind classes. Blind algorithms do not assume prior knowledge of the
distortion parameters, while non-blind models assume that the parameters are
known. Given the ill-posed nature of the problem, there has been more activity
and success on various non-blind image repair problems than on blind image
repair problems [29, 49]. While the general field of image repair has seen quite
a bit of research, especially on single distortion problems such as denoising
[29, 49], deconvolution [119, 140] and deblocking [27, 277], the general purpose
blind image repair problem, where the specific distortion(s) afflicting the image
are unknown, has been little studied.There has been some work on dealing with
two image distortions simultaneously (and blindly, if the blur/noise parameters
are unknown), the classic example being the image restoration problem [119]
of simultaneously deblurring and denoising an image. The common theme of
these approaches is that it is known a priori what the distortions are that
afflict the image. A blind algorithm then seeks to discover the parameters of
the distortion (noise, blur) and then ameliorate them.
We take a different approach to the problem of general purpose im-
age repair. We begin by assuming that the distortion(s) (if any) afflicting a
given image are unknown and possibly multiple, although they are assumed to
come from a finite population of possible image distortions. We refer to such
a problem framework as distortion blind. We also recognize that for specific
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image distortions of general interest, there exist algorithms that ostensibly
correct that particular distortion reasonably well. This is not always the case,
of course; for example, image restoration (deblur and denoise simultaneously)
is a particularly difficult inverse problem that requires precise modeling to
achieve worthwhile results. This is often impossible given that blur nearly
always arises from a non-linear process. In any case, in this work we do not
attempt to improve upon the state of the art of any type of image repair prob-
lem. Rather, we propose the new idea of preprocessing the image to determine
the distortion(s) afflicting it and any unknown parameters of the distortion(s),
then once done, ameliorate these using the best algorithm available. Of course,
if the distortion identification stage is particular effective (e.g., by better pa-
rameter estimation), then performance may be notably improved.
Thus we define the task of a general purpose image repair algorithm to
be agglomeration, i.e., automatically deploy any of multiple high-performing
image repair algorithms towards achieving seamless general purpose image re-
pair across a wide variety of distortion types. Such a general purpose image
repair algorithm should perform as well as the best algorithms on each included
subclass of distortion (since it embodies these algorithms in its architecture).
As mentioned, given the ill-posed nature of many inverse image repair prob-
lems, it is natural that repair algorithms (even the best of them) would fail
in certain situations. In these cases we further posit that, the general-purpose
image repair algorithm should be able to detect the failure and act on it so that
the repaired image is given the best perceptual quality at the output, thereby
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rejecting failures by the internal repair algorithms. Further, given that each of
the subclass repair algorithms may also introduce new artifacts (e.g., deblock-
ing can introduce blur in the image), the general-purpose algorithm should
enable iterative distortion correction within the set of subclasses that it en-
compasses. Finally, if some of the best repair algorithms are non-blind, the
general-purpose image repair algorithm could include blind parameter estima-
tion modules so that these non-blind algorithms operate using these estimated
parameters, towards solving a class-specific blind image repair.
Here we propose both a general design framework – the GEneral-
purpose No-reference Image Improver (GENII) – for general purpose distortion-
blind image repair as well as an example working model and algorithm dubbed
GENII-1. Our framework and exemplar models are based on using natural
scene statistics (NSS) [222, 231, 270] to identify distortions by type and sever-
ity. The specific exemplar model, GENII-1, is capable of restoring images
distorted by additive noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG compression or JPEG2000
compression, without knowing in advance which (if any) of the distortions
impairs the image, or the parameters of the distortion. Given a distorted im-
age, the algorithm uses natural scene statistic (NSS) features to first identify
whether the image has been distorted, and if so, identify (a) the distortion that
afflicts the image, (b) the associated distortion parameter (e.g., noise variance)
and (c) the perceptual quality of the image. The algorithm then proceeds to
apply an appropriate off-the-shelf image repair algorithm based on the iden-
tified distortion category. The perceptual quality of the repaired image so
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obtained is repeatedly evaluated and the general-purpose image repair loop
continues until a maximum level of objectively determined perceptual quality
is obtained. Thus our model seeks to guarantee that the final repaired im-
age will not only be distortion-reduced, but will also present the best possible
perceptual quality. The entire process is completely blind both to the distor-
tion type and the distortion parameters. The only information available to
the algorithm is the fact that the image it is trying to repair belongs to the
category of natural images1 and that the distortion (if any) belongs to one of
the multiple diverse distortions.
In order to achieve these goals, we use a realization of our previously
proposed two-stage framework for image quality assessment [178] that first
identifies the distortion that afflicts the image [177] and then proceeds to as-
sess quality (Chapter 3). We have developed two realizations of this two-step
framework – one in the wavelet domain [179] (Chapter 3) and the other in the
spatial domain [169] (not described in this dissertation) – both capable of ac-
curate distortion-identification as well as blind parameter estimation and blind
image quality assessment. Either can be combined with off-the-shelf distortion-
specific image repair algorithms to perform distortion-blind general-purpose,
image repair. We are unaware of any approach that takes this approach to the
general image repair problem and to the best of our knowledge, the proposed
model is the first of its kind.
1Natural images are those images captured by a camera, and do not include computer-
generated renders of the visual world.
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Before we proceed,we define the terminology used in the rest of this
article. A distortion class refers to a particular kind of distortion afflicting the
image, e.g., blur or noise. A distortion type refers to a particular type of a
distortion class, eg., Gaussian noise, or spatially invariant Gaussian blur. Im-
age repair refers to eliminating distortions arising from any one of the multiple
classes of distortions. An exemplar implementation of the GENII framework
(GENII-1) ameliorates distortions arising from any one of multiple distortion
types.
4.1 Distortion Blind Image Repair
Our approach to general purpose image repair is summarized as follows.
Given an input (possibly) distorted image, we first extract statistical DIIVINE
features from the image, then use these features to attempt to identify the
distortion afflicting the image. Once a distortion class has been posited, the
same features are used to predict the perceptual quality of the image using
the second stage of quality assessment. If the predicted quality of the image
lies above a certain threshold, then the quality of the image is deemed to be
high enough that repair does not need to be performed; in which case, the
algorithm halts, yielding as output the input image. If the predicted quality
falls below this threshold, the algorithm continues.
Given identified distortion(s), the same DIIVINE features are used to
perform blind parameter estimation for the corresponding image repair prob-
lem, for example, these features might predict the noise variance in the image
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if the distortion is predicted to be Gaussian noise. The algorithm then pro-
ceeds to invoke the appropriate image repair algorithm, providing as input to
this algorithm the distorted image to be repaired and the associated parame-
ter(s) that the off-the-shelf (possibly non-blind) algorithm may require. The
repaired intermediate image so obtained is then passed back into the loop in
order to evaluate quality and identify distortion. This loop continues until
the obtained intermediate image has the highest possible quality or if a finite
number of repair iterations have been performed. While this procedure does
not guarantee convergence, we have not found any example among the 4000
distorted images that we tested on (see below) that produced convergence is-
sues. Of course, the introduction of a suitable stopping criterion belays this
question. Furthermore, the algorithm determines whether the repaired image
has a higher predicted visual quality than the input distorted image, and only
outputs the repaired image if it has a higher visual quality, thereby avoiding
unpalatable distortions that the repair algorithm may introduce as well as
compensating for the failure of the repair algorithm. An illustration of this
general purpose image repair scheme is diagrammed in Fig. 4.1.
Note that the approach that we have proposed is highly modular in the
sense that any repair scheme can be replaced by another repair scheme deemed
to be more effective than the one on the system. Further, the model that we
have described may deploy either blind or non-blind repair algorithms. When
non-blind, our features can be used to predict repair algorithm parameters.
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Fig. 1. The proposed Distortion identification-based Image Verity and INtegrity Evaluation (DIIVINE) index consists of two stages: probabilistic distortion
identification followed by distortion-specific quality assessment as illustrated here.
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(c) (d)
Fig. 2. (a)-(d) The images used to demonstrate features derived under NSS models.
[3] with success. Note that we do not use the complex version
of the steerable pyramid as in [39], but that used in [5].
Given an image whose quality is to be assessed, the first
step is to perform a wavelet decomposition using a steerable
pyramid over 2 scales and 6 orientations. We have found that
an increased degree of orientation selectivity is beneficial for
the purpose of QA - more so than selectivity over more than





Fig. 3. A subset of the distorted versions of images in Fig. 2. (a)-(e) correspond to the following distortions - (a) JP2k compression, (b) JPEG compression,
(c) white noise, (d) Gaussian blur and (e) fast fading distortion.
by its increased orientation selectivity. Our experiments have
indicated that increasing the number of scales beyond 2 does
not improve performance. The resulting decomposition results
in 12 subbands across orientations and scales labeled sθα,
where α ∈ {1, 2} and θ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦}.
The next step is to perform the perceptually significant
process of divisive normalization [40]. Divisive normalization
or contrast-gain-control was proposed in the psychovisual
literature in order to account for the non-linear behavior of
certain cortical neurons. Such normalization accounts for inter-
actions between neighboring neurons and governs the response
of a neuron based on the responses of a pool of neurons
surrounding it [40]. Divisive normalization also reduces the
statistical dependencies between subbands thereby de-coupling
subband responses to a certain degree [40], [34]. Further,
divisive normalization models partially account for contrast
masking [38] - an essential ingredient in QA algorithm design.
Divisive normalization has been explicitly used for RR IQA in
the past [3]. FR IQA techniques such as the visual information







Figure 4.1: An illustration of the GENII framework. DIVIINE features are
used to predict the distortion class, the visual quality, and the distortion pa-
rameters that may serve as inputs to a possibly non-blind repair algorithm.
The intermediate repaired image is fed back to the system until the best pos-
sible quality is achieved at the output.
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image repair framework using four distortion repair subtypes. However, the
GENII framework encompasses the possibility of more extensive implemen-
tations capable of handling more than the four distortion classes considered
here, diverse subtypes of the distortions (different types of blur, noise, miss-
ing data, or other artifacts), and appropriate combinations of distortion. The
resulting algorithm, GENII-1, is responsive to these distortion although blind
to which (if any) of these distortions occur. It is limited since it is restricted
to these four distortions and is not trained to identify combinations of them or
equipped to repair multiple coincident distortions. Currently this capability
is limited by existing distortion databases and by availability of human judge-
ments of multiply distorted images.We have planned future image databases
to address these possibilities.
4.1.1 Image Repair Algorithms
As described in the introduction, GENII uses a two-stage framework,
where once the distortion is identified, an off-the-shelf image repair algorithm
is deployed to conduct distortion-specific image repair. Now we shall summa-
rize the exemplar repair algorithms that we have decided to use to demonstrate
the principle of general purpose image repair, in our prototype implementation
GENII-1. The algorithms were chosen since they were either readily available
online or were easy to implement, have a previously demonstrated high-level of
performance, and adequate computational efficiency without sacrificing perfor-
mance. The modularity of our model implies that any one of these algorithms
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could be substituted for by a suitable alternative.
4.1.1.1 Deblocking
We use the simple algorithm proposed in [196], which iteratively ap-
plies JPEG compression at the quality level at which the distorted image was
compressed, to shifted versions of the distorted image. The resulting collection
of images is averaged to produce a final deblocked image. The premise behind
this approach is explained in [196], and we have found that the algorithm ef-
ficiently reduces blocking artifacts in a perceptually satisfying manner. The
input parameter required, since the algorithm is not blind, is the quality factor
at which the image was compressed. This can be read from the JPEG header,
or it can be estimated, as we demonstrate below.
4.1.1.2 Deringing
We use the trilateral filter described in [306] to remove ringing artifacts
from the image. The trilateral filter is an extension of the bilateral filter [75],
which first computes a texture map from the gradient information and then
filters the image using a locally adaptive filtering procedure, where the filter
kernels are functions of the image intensity and the textural information at
each location. We tried other deringing approaches (for example, the one in
[197]). However, while these approaches reduced ringing artifacts, the images
produced had poorer quality than the distorted image, both by visual inspec-
tion and by quantitative QA analysis [319], while the trilateral filter produced
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higher quality images. This algorithm does not need any input parameter, i.e.,
the algorithm is blind.
4.1.1.3 Denoising
We use the Block matching 3D (BM3D) algorithm for denoising [61].
The BM3D algorithm operates as follows. Given a distorted image, with known
noise variance, a set of groups of 2D image patches are created via block-
matching to produce a 3D group of image patches, each of which are then
denoised in a sparse transform domain using a popular wavelet shrinkage based
approach [71]. These denoised patches yield a basic estimate of the denoised
image, which is then used to perform re-grouping, followed by collaborative
Wiener filtering, where the ‘collaboration’ is between the image patches in the
group. The algorithm, which was designed for Gaussian noise, is not blind
and the input parameter is the noise variance.
4.1.1.4 Deblurring
The approach proposed in [140] is used for deconvolution. Local image
gradients are modeled using a heavy-tailed distribution, which forms a natural
image prior. A maximum a posterior (MAP) problem is solved using the iter-
ative re-weighted least squares (IRLS) approach [166]. The algorithm requires
the blur kernel as prior information to be able to perform deblurring. Since
we consider spatially invariant Gaussian blur, the parameter to be estimated
is simply the variance of the blur kernel.
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4.2 Implementation and Performance Evaluation
Since there are a variety of stages involved in the exemplar image re-
pair algorithm, GENII-1, we evaluate each stage individually, then the overall
performance. Further, in order to demonstrate the robustness the GENII con-
cept, instead of evaluating it only on a standard set of images, we perform
a more complete analysis on the repair performance of GENII-1 on a much
larger database. To this end, we created a large database of distorted images
spanning a wide range of distortion levels encompassing the four types that
GENII-1 has been designed to repair : JPEG2000 compression (JP2K), JPEG
compression (JPEG), additive white noise (WN) and Gaussian blur (Blur).
A total of 300 reference images from the Berkeley image segmentation
database [161] were distorted at 10 different degrees of severity for each distor-
tion type to produce a total of 12000 distorted images (3000 per class). JPEG
compression was implemented using MATLAB’s imwrite command; JPEG2K
was implemented using the Kakadu encoder [282]; zero-mean WN was added
to the image using MATLAB’s imnoise command; and Blur was simulated
using a Gaussian kernel to filter the image. The various control parameters for
these distortions and the ranges of these parameters for the simulated distor-
tion levels are listed in Table 4.2. The distortion levels were uniformly sampled
on a log-scale between the minimum and maximum parameter values. Fig. 4.2
plots some sample reference and associated distorted images to give a sense of
the distortion levels created.
In the discussion above, we described how GENII-1 performs distor-
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(a) Reference image (b) Reference crop
(c) Distorted crop: JP2K (d) Distorted crop: JPEG
(c) Distorted crop: WN (d) Distorted crop: Blur
Figure 4.2: Sample simulated distorted images (crops) from the Berkley image
segmentation database [161] .
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Distortion type & Parameter Min. Value Max. Value
JP2K (bit-rate) 0.05 0.25
JPEG (quality parameter) 7.5 20
WN (σ2 of filter) 0.001 0.05
Gblur (σ of filter) 1 10
Table 4.1: Distortion parameters and their minimum and maximum values
used for inducing distortions.
tion identification and blind parameter estimation. To achieve this, GENII-1
requires a training phase in which the extracted features are mapped onto the
associated distortion type as well as to the distortion parameters. In order to
train our algorithm, we split the above database randomly, based on image
content, such that 200 reference images (and the associated 8000 distorted
images) are used for training and the remaining 100 reference images (and the
associated 4000 distorted images) are used for testing. All results to follow are
reported on this testing set. This train-test split procedure ensures that there
is no content overlap between the training and test sets. Next, we summarize
the training procedure.
4.2.1 Training the Model
4.2.1.1 Classification
A multi-class support vector machine (SVM) [42, 295] is trained to clas-
sify the distorted images into one of four distortion types using DIIVINE fea-
tures as inputs and the labels associated with the distortion types as the out-
puts. The parameters of the SVM are set via cross-validation. Once trained,
when fed with DIIVINE features, the SVM returns a distortion type and a
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probability distribution over all distortion types which corresponds to the pre-
dicted type and the confidence associated with the classification respectively.
This predicted distortion type is used to select the right image repair algo-
rithm.
4.2.1.2 Quality Assessment
The confidence associated with the prediction (probability estimates)
are used in conjunction with regression modules to accomplish quality assess-
ment. This procedure is described in great detail in [178, 179]. Supposing n
distortion types (in GENII-1, n = 4), n regression modules (support vector
regression (SVRs) [295]) are trained, taking as input DIIVINE features, and
then regressed on to (known) quality scores for each of the distortion types
independently. Since human opinion scores are not available for the database
that we created, we instead use the multi-scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM)
index [319] to supply quality scores. MS-SSIM produces quality predictions
that correlate quite well with human judgments of quality of images impaired
by these and many other types of distortions [264]. As such it is a useful proxy
for human opinion scores. However, MS-SSIM correlates non-linearly with hu-
man judgments of quality. Therefore, instead of using the MS-SSIM scores
directly, the MS-SSIM scores are remapped to human opinion scores obtained
from the LIVE IQA database [265]. These remapped scores have a range of
[0, 100], where ‘0’ is the best possible subjective quality. This procedure is
detailed in Appendix A. In order that the distinction between the MS-SSIM
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scores and the remapped MS-SSIM scores is clear, the remapped scores are
labelled MS-SSIMD.
During the test phase, given an input distorted image, the algorithm
uses the classifier module to produce probability estimates for the types pi,
and for each distortion type produces a quality scores qi. The final DIIVINE




The repair algorithms used by GENII-1 are mostly non-blind and re-
quire as input certain parameters described in Section 4.1. To predict these
repair parameters, for each distortion type and for each image in the train-
ing set, we use DIIVINE features to train a regression module (SVR [295]) to
perceptually optimize the parameter of interest (e.g., variance of the blur ker-
nel). Given the input test image, the image is first classified by the distortion
type and the appropriate (trained) regression module is queried to output the
estimated parameter of that distortion. This parameter and the appropriate
repair algorithm are used to produce a repaired image.
Denoising using BM3D [61] is handled in a slightly different manner
to promote an improved perceptual result. Although BM3D requires noise
variance as the input, when fed with the actual noise variance in the distorted
image, the algorithm tends to over-smooth the image resulting in lower qual-
ity than when the algorithm is fed with a different (albeit incorrect) input
noise variance [171]. For example, Fig. 4.3 shows a noisy image, its repaired
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3: Accurate noise variance as input to the algorithm in [61] produces
poorer quality denoised images: (a) Noisy Image (σ = 0.0158, MS-SSIMD =
107.26), (b) Denoised with σ = 0.0158 (MS-SSIMD = 64.00) and (c) Denoised
with σ = 0.0040 (MS-SSIMD = 53.82).
version using the correct noise variance input to BM3D, and the perceptually
optimized approach detailed below, which uses a different variance parameter
as input to BM3D. BM3D tends to oversmooth images when provided with
the actual noise variance, and is capable of producing better quality images
when supplied with a different input parameter. We modify BM3D to im-
prove visual quality using an important new aspect of GENII: perceptually
optimized training of distortion repair parameters.The training procedure for
the denoising module is modified in the following way.
To maximize the visual quality of the denoised image, we use the train-
ing procedure outlined in [171]. Specifically, during the training phase, the
distorted image is denoised multiple times using BM3D with different input
noise variances. The resulting repaired image is then quality-assessed using
the perceptually relevant MS-SSIM [319] index. For each distorted image, the
value of the input noise variance that maximizes the visual quality (as gauged
by MS-SSIM) is the parameter value to train the noise parameter regression
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module. In summary, instead of using the actual noise variance as input to
the regression module, a different perceptually optimized value is chosen.
Note that this training procedure is specific to the BM3D denoising
algorithm and may not be needed for other algorithms that might be used to
replace BM3D in an improved GENII implementation. On the other hand,
perceptual optimization of an image repair parameters is a powerful option.
In summary, we train one classification module of GENII-1 that out-
puts a distortion type as well as a probability distribution over types, four
regression modules that output quality scores independently for each of the
classes, and four parameter estimation regression modules which output the
appropriate distortion parameter, all of which utilize as input only natural
scene statistic DIIVINE features. During the test phase, the DIIVINE fea-
tures are extracted just once and from them all of the necessary outputs are
produced using the trained modules to (1) classify the image, (2) assess quality,
and (3) estimate distortion parameters. The predicted distortion type and the
distortion parameters are used to perform image repair. As we noted before,
this entire process can be repeated until a maximum quality is achieved.
In the sections that follow, we report results on only a single pass
through the system i.e., the output repaired image is not fed back into the
loop for further correction. However, we later demonstrate an example of
iterative image repair as well. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the operation
of the GENII-1, where deconvolution was performed.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the operation of GENII-1 using DIIVINE features
extracted from the input image. These features are used to identify the dis-
tortion, predict the quality and estimate the blur kernel standard deviation.
The distorted image and the blur kernel are then fed to the appropriate repair
scheme – deconvolution – to produce the output repaired image.
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JP2K JPEG WN Blur All
DIIVINE 98.10% 98.20% 100% 99.30% 98.90%
Table 4.2: Classification accuracies of DIIVINE.
4.2.2 Performance Evaluation
Next, we evaluate the specific instantiation of our general purpose im-
age repair framework, GENII-1, on the test image database. Specifically, we
evaluate the accuracy achieved in predicting distortion type, intermediate im-
age quality, distortion parameters and the final improvement in visual quality
obtained after repair.
4.2.2.1 Classification and Quality Assessment
Table 4.2 reports classification accuracy for each distortion type as well
as the overall classification accuracy over the 4000 distorted images using both
DIIVINE features. Excellent classification accuracy was achieved; there was
very little confusion between distortion types (< 1%) and hence, for brevity,
we do not report these numbers here.
We computed the Spearman’s rank ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC)
between the predicted quality scores from DIIVINE and the objective pre-
dicted by MS-SSIMD on the test images across all distortions. We also com-
puted the commonly used full-reference peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as
an additional comparison. The SROCC values relative to MS-SSIMD that
were observed were – PSNR = 0.8066, DIIVINE = 0.9308. As expected, DI-




Fig. 4.5 plots the mean estimated parameters for each distortion type
as a function of the actual input parameters. The associated standard error
bars across the 100 different contents in the test set are given for DIIVINE.
The figure also lists the root mean-squared-error (RMSE) between the actual
value and the predicted value. DIIVINE does a good job of predicting the
distortion parameter, and hence their predictions can be used as inputs to
non-blind repair algorithms.
Note that in GENII-1, for the denoising task, we do not actually use the
predicted noise variance as the parameter for BM3D, for the reasons explained
earlier. Also, the deringing algorithm used does not require any input param-
eter. The plot simply demonstrates that the DIIVINE framework is capable
of predicting these distortion parameters with a high degree of accuracy.
4.2.2.3 Image repair
Having demonstrated that DIIVINE features are capable of classifying
images according to distortion types, quality assessment, and blind param-
eter estimation, we now demonstrate how these stages can be combined to
fully realize GENII-1 using off-the-shelf algorithms for image repair. Since
we are unaware of any other general purpose image repair technique similar
to GENII-1, any comparison is impossible. Hence, we report the mean in-
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DIIVINE, RMSE = 0.026612






















DIIVINE, RMSE = 2.367
(a) JP2K: bit rate (b) JPEG: quality parameter






















DIIVINE, RMSE = 0.0029819




















DIIVINE, RMSE = 1.1986
(c) WN: noise standard deviation (d) Blur: standard deviation of blur kernel
Figure 4.5: Parameter estimation using DIIVINE: Plots of (mean) predicted
vs. actual parameters and the standard error bars of distortions considered
here. Each subfigure indicates the distortion type and the root mean-squared-
error (RMSE) between the actual and predicted values.
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crement in MS-SSIMD quality (and the standard error bars) after the repair
process over the baseline MS-SSIMD quality of the distorted image in Fig 4.6
for each distortion type, and across distortion classes. The results in Fig. 4.6
are for a single-pass of GENII-1, which only repairs the image once based on
the distortion category and then calls the appropriate repair algorithm. This
single-pass implementation of GENII-1 also checks the image quality at the
output and returns the image (repaired or input distorted) having the higher
quality, as predicted by the image quality index being used (DIIVINE) . This
quality check guarantees the best quality at the output, and accounts for dis-
tortions possibly introduced in the repair process which may have reduced the
perceptual quality (although the original distortion may have been repaired,
e.g., deblocking leading to blur).
For strictly comparison purposes, Fig. 4.6 also plots the quantitative
quality improvement obtained when using each image repair algorithm with
perfect knowledge of the distortion (i.e., without the classifier stage), and per-
fect knowledge of the input distortion parameters (i.e., using non-blind algo-
rithms). Although such a baseline is unfair to the algorithm being evaluated,
it provides insights into the performance of the proposed approach.
Figure 4.6 indicates that GENII-1 performs quite well predicting and
ameliorating the distortions present in the image. Note that the improvement
in quality that GENII-1 delivers is limited by the performance of the repair
modules that it uses. A better repair algorithm will lead to greater increases
in visual quality, as evidenced by the large gains in MS-SSIMD obtained for
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Figure 4.6: Mean increments in quality and the standard error bars for perfect
repair, DIIVINE-based and BRISQUE-based GENII-1 algorithms.
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deconvolution and denoising.
In order to study the effect of the amount of distortion on the perfor-
mance of GENII-1, Fig. 4.7, plots the gain in quality (as measured by MS-
SSIMD) as a function of distortion severity for each distortion type. Again,
the gains that would be obtained by the (unfair) baseline approach equipped
with perfect knowledge of the distortion type and the input distortion parame-
ters is also plotted for comparison purposes. For all distortions, an increase in
severity reduces gains in objective quality (MS-SSIMD). The results indicate
that the perceptually optimized GENII-1 performs as well as (if not better
than) the ‘perfect’ repair scheme, even though the ‘perfect’ scheme has full
knowledge of the distortion parameters.
The case of JP2K requires further explanation. Although the perfect
repair algorithm is a somewhat unfair baseline, it does not have the added
advantage of quality-driven self-correction and so, in many cases the output
images obtained are of inferior quality relative to the input distorted image.
The training procedure for WN was also modified to provide perceptu-
ally optimized denoised images, and the perfect reconstruction baseline does
not have this training-based advantage. Although the gains obtained are not
reflected in the mean quality-gain plots, on individual images, such a training
procedure does indeed produce better quality, as exemplified by Fig. 4.3.
Finally, to provide a visual illustration of the results, Fig. 4.8 plots
samples of distorted images from the test set and their repaired versions us-
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Figure 4.7: Mean changes in objective quality (MS-SSIMD) and the standard
error bars for perfect repair, DIIVINE-based and BRISQUE-based generalized
repair as a function of distortion severity for: (a) Deringing, (b) Deblocking,
(c) Denoising and (d) Deblurring.
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ing GENII-1 with DIIVINE features along with the quantitative changes in
objective quality that were obtained.
4.2.2.4 Iterative Image repair
Iterative repair using GENII-1 can proceed as illustrated in Fig. 4.1,
where the repair is performed in a loop until a stopping condition is reached.
This condition could be a pre-fixed threshold on quality (which may not always
be achieved) or one that assesses the amount of improvement in quality, and
stops when the improvement becomes small, ceases to be positive or some
combination.
The improvement in quality obtained could be computed relative to
the original distorted image at each iteration, or as a difference between the
quality at the current iteration and the previous one. Since the repair chain is
not guaranteed to produce a steady improvement in quality at each iteration,
the best solution would be the former, where one computes the difference
between the current quality and the distorted image quality and continues
the loop until the improvement is negative. The algorithm would then pick
the intermediate image which yields the highest predicted perceptual quality.
While this solution is optimal in the current setup, it is time consuming,
and stopping if the quality change is negative as compared to the previous
iteration may be an attractive alternative in a practical implementation. We
now demonstrate two examples of iterative repair using these stopping criteria




Figure 4.8: Sample distorted images and their repaired versions obtained us-
ing the proposed blind general purpose image repair framework. Distortions
(Quality Gains): (a) JP2K (7.90), (b) JPEG (15.27), (c) WN (70.60), (d) Blur
(51.18).
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Figure 4.9 illustrates a case where the quality increases steadily with
iteration count reaching a well-defined minimum at the fifth repair iteration.
Beyond this point, deconvolution failure occurs at iteration 13, and the algo-
rithm stops. Due to our design, the best quality image (iteration 5) is produced
as output. In this case, the stopping criterion which checks only the previous
iteration would have produced the same result.
Figure 4.10 plots a case where the objective quality degrades in itera-
tion 3 as compared to iteration 2. The simpler stopping criterion would have
produced as output the image at iteration 2 (Fig. 4.10 (b)). However, the
quality score at iteration 4 is far lower (better) than at iterations 2 and 3.
If the more exhaustive stopping criterion were used, the image at iteration 4
would be produced as the output. Deconvolution failure occurs at iteration 6
(image not shown), where the algorithm stops.
4.3 Discussion and Conclusion
We have introduced a distortion-blind perceptually optimizable general-
purpose image repair paradigm called GENII that repairs images distorted by
any of multiple distortions by using natural scene statistics to (1) identify the
likely distortion(s) impairing the image, (2) to estimate the quality of the dis-
torted image, (3) and to estimate the parameters (i.e., distortion severity) of
the distortion, and (4) based on these estimated data, selects an appropriate
(possibly non-blind) repair module. Steps (1)-(3) are performed using NSS




Figure 4.9: Example iterative image repair using GENII-1 driven by DIIVINE
features, see text for explanation. (a) Distorted image, (b) Best quality re-
paired image, (c) Deconvolution failure at iteration 13, (d) Quality as a func-





Figure 4.10: Example iterative image repair using GENII-1 driven by DIIVINE
features, see text for explanation. (a) Distorted image (MS-SSIMD = 50.1),
(b) repaired image at iteration 2 (MS-SSIMD = 38.51) , (c) repaired image at
iteration 4, highest quality (MS-SSIMD = 30.81), (d) Quality as a function of
repair iterations. GENII-1 outputs (c).
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strated a working prototype, dubbed GENII-1, capable of repairing images
impaired by any of JPEG200, JPEG, additive Gaussian white noise or linear
Gaussian blur distortions.
GENII is the first system of its kind that first identifies any of multiple
unknown distortions coming from a trained set and then attempts to fix the
image. It is modular and easily extensible to distortions beyond those con-
sidered here. The modularity of the approach implies that one could replace
any of the repair modules used (e.g., by GENII-1) with better or more ap-
propriate repair algorithms leading to even better performance. New modules
could be added for additional distortion classes and/or types, including multi-
distortions. This will require design and creation of suitable distorted image
databases and associated human studies. Further, the GENII framework was
designed such that the output image quality will always be at least as good
as the input image quality, as measured by a high-quality, objective but per-
ceptually relevant image quality assessment algorithm, thereby accounting for
failures of the repair modules. The iterative nature of GENII implies that dis-
tortions introduced by the repair algorithms may also be eliminated, thereby
increasing the quality of the output image.
The GENII framework is a radically different approach to image repair,
that seeks to maximize the visual quality of the images, as measured by a no-
reference image quality assessment algorithm, instead of simply targeting the
distortion(s) present in the image. We showed that this new approach to image
repair leads to significant improvements in output quality both visually and
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quantitatively as measured by a high-performance full-reference objective im-
age quality assessment algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed
framework is the first of its kind to approach the general image repair prob-
lem from a perceptual optimization point of view although related problems
such as objective quality-driven models for image restoration [43], denoising
[44], compression [45, 110], and deblocking [337] have been studied. It is also
the first model to combine a no-reference image quality index with distortion
identification to perform general purpose image repair.
Our current and future work involves extending the GENII concept
to distortions even more diverse and extensive than those considered here
and modeling images distorted by multiple coincident distortion and suitable
repair processes for such images. The development of GENII models capable
of handling multiple distortions will require a number of new developments.
First, since the GENII framework is NSS-based, studies of NSS of multiply
distorted images will need to be undertaken. This will necessarily include
studies of human subjective judgements of these multi-distortions, since the
complex way in which the distortion may interact, both in terms of the way
in which they modify image structure and the way they are perceived, are
likely to be nonlinear and complicated. In essence, they must be viewed as
new distortions. Such a deeper NSS and perception-based analysis will enable




Video Quality Assessment on Mobile Devices:
Subjective, Behavioral and Objective Studies
Global mobile data traffic nearly tripled in 2010 for the third consecu-
tive year, exceeding three times the data volume of the entire global Internet
traffic just 10 years ago [57]. According to the Cisco Visual Networking In-
dex (VNI) global mobile data traffic forecast, mobile video traffic accounts
for nearly 50% of mobile traffic, and it is predicted that this percentage will
steadily increase to more than 75% by 2015. As smartphone usage explodes
along with mobile enabled video streaming websites such as Amazon Video on
Demand, Hulu, Itunes, Netflix and YouTube1, it is clear that video traffic on
mobile devices will continue to account for an increasingly significant portion
of mobile data traffic. While this bodes well for end-users able to watch HD
quality video clips at the touch of a button, the picture is not completely rosy
for those who provide the spectrum.
In early 2010 U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Chair-
man Julius Genchowski summarized the problem succinctly - “The record is
1Netflix usage accounts for almost 30% of all downstream traffic during peak hours;
YouTube accounts for just over 11% (as of May 2011) [241].
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pretty clear that we need to find mode spectrum” [215]. According to Pe-
ter Rysavy, a wireless analyst, mobile broadband will surpass the spectrum
available in mid-2013 [107]. The paucity of bandwidth is evident from the
bandwidth caps that most of the wireless providers in the U.S. have recently
imposed on data-hungry users.
Given that video traffic accounts for a significant portion of this mobile
data traffic, the development of frameworks for wireless networks is a topic of
intense study. One particularly promising direction of research is perceptual
optimization of wireless video networks, wherein network resource allocation
protocols are designed to provide video experiences that are measurably im-
proved under perceptual models.
The final receivers of most videos transported over wireless networks are
humans and therefore visual perception is the ultimate arbiter of the received
visual experience. The human visual system (HVS) is complex and highly
non-linear, so treating video data as any other data in solving the resource al-
location problem can lead to suboptimal end-user perceptual experiences. The
study of models for resource optimization that model video traffic using per-
ceptually relevant features is easily motivated. A key ingredient in developing
these tools is understanding and predicting user perception of video quality
on mobile devices by conducting large scale human/subjective studies.
Almost all of the studies described in Chapter 2 suffer from several
of the following problems : (1) the dataset is of insignificant size, (2) the
distortions and their severities considered are insufficient to make judgments
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on perception of quality, (3) the videos were obtained from unknown sources
and contain unknown corruptions, (4) the video resolutions are too small to be
relevant in today’s world, (5) the human studies were conducted on a single
device with a fixed display resolution and (6) the database is not publicly
available. Realizing the need for an adequate and more modern resource,
we have endeavored to create a database of broad utility for modeling and
analyzing contemporary wireless video networks. The database enables a new
avenue of research – behavioral modeling of visual quality perception. The
database and the subjective opinion scores (including the temporal scores) are
being made available online in order to help further research in the area of
visual quality assessment.
Here, we describe an extensive study that we have recently conducted
in order to gauge subjective opinion on HD videos when displayed on mobile
devices.
5.1 Subjective Assessment of Mobile Video Quality
5.1.1 Source Videos
The source videos were obtained using a RED ONE digital cinemato-
graphic camera. The sequences of REDCODE (.r3d) images received from
the MYSTERIUM sensor, using the RED 50 − 150 mm and 18 − 50 mm T3
zoom lens were stored as 12-bit REDCODE RAW data, at a resolution of
2K(2048 × 1152) at frame rates of 30 fps and 60 fps using the REDCODE
42MB/s option to ensure the best possible acquisition quality. A tripod was
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used in most scenes and the ISO was set in the range 100 to 360 according to
the weather – ISOs of 100 or 200 were used for outdoor scenes and 200 or 360
were used for indoor scenes; the shutter speed varied between 1/48 to 1/60
s. The automatic white balance mode was used. The RED drive was used to
record the videos.
The source videos were then downsampled to resolution 720p (1280 ×
720) and frame-rate of 30 fps, and the .r3d videos were converted into uncom-
pressed .yuv files using a combination of the imresize (option : bicubic)
function in MATLAB and VirtualDub. All of the source videos in the database
are of duration 15 seconds. A total of 12 videos were selected for this study
from a larger subset. These were chosen to be representative of a wide variety
of content types that the user might experience. Two of these videos were
used to train the subjects (see below) while the rest of the videos were used
to perform the actual study. The list below describes each of the videos used
in the study.
1. Friend Drinking Coke (fc) : Shot at studio with tungsten light and gel.
It shows different light ratios on the face with detailed muscle changes
occurring under dim lighting. The camera was fixed.
2. Two Swan Dunking (sd): Shot at Lady Bird Lake, Austin Texas on a
sunny morning. There are bright twinkles on the waves, and swans are
seen dunking into the water. The camera tracked two of the swans.
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3. Runners Skinny Guy (rb) : Shot at a marathon race early in the morning.
Many runners show diverse contrasts and colors and complex motions.
The fixed camera zooms in and out.
4. Students Looming Across Street (ss) : Shot on the campus of The Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin on a windy morning. Walking students loom
towards the camera.
5. Bulldozer With Fence (bf) : Shot at a construction area on a sunny
afternoon. Different exposures of light, shadowing of trees, motion of
bulldozer and complex textures produce a variegated scene. The camera
pans across the screen from left to right.
6. Panning Under Oak (po): Shot under a large oak tree under a blue sky
on a sunny afternoon. Many small leaves are visible moving slowly.
7. Landing Airplane (la) : Shot at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport
on a cloudy afternoon. The landing airplane exhibits fast motion, and
the background changes rapidly. The camera tracked the airplane from
upper right to lower left.
8. Barton Springs Pool Diving (dv) : Shot at Austin’s Barton Springs Pool
on a sunny afternoon. There are sparsely moving people, and one diver
who creates a splash. The camera was fixed.
9. Trail Pink Kid (tk) : Shot at a Lady Bird Lake trail on a sunny morning.
People walk or jog at various speeds in different directions. The camera
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was fixed.
10. Harmonicat (hc) : Shot at Zilker Park in Austin on a sunny afternoon.
A musician plays guitar and harmonica in front of a tree. The camera
zooms in and out.
11. Fountain Vertical (fv) : Shot at LBJ Library fountain on the campus
of The University of Texas at Austin on a sunny morning. The fountain
jets water into the air in front of a campus skyline. The camera was
fixed.
12. Hyein BSP (hy): Shot at Austin’s Barton Springs Pool on a sunny after-
noon. A child with a colorful dress walks next to the water. The camera
pans the scene from right to left.
Figure 5.1 shows sample frames from the various video sequences.
5.1.2 Distortion Simulation
Each of the reference videos were subjected to a variety of distortions
including: (a) compression, (b) wireless channel packet-loss, (c) frame-freezes,
(d) rate adaptation and (e) temporal dynamics. In this section we detail how
these distorted videos were created.
5.1.2.1 Compression
We used the JM reference implementation of the H.264 scalable video






Figure 5.1: Example frames of the videos used in the study. fv and hy were
used for training the subjects while the rest of the videos were used in the
actual study.
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the SVC implementation does not allow rate control for layers above the base
layer, we use fixed QP encoding. The QP was varied across videos and layers in
order to produce the target bit-rates for each layer of every video. The videos
were compressed using 6 SNR layers (temporal and spatial scalability were not
evaluated in this study), and 4 of these layers (R1, R2, R3, R4; R1 < R2 < R3 <
R4) were manually chosen for each video based on their perceptual separation.
As other authors have argued, ensuring perceptual separation between the
videos in QA studies makes it possible for humans (and algorithms alike) to
produce consistent judgements of visual quality [182, 255].
Since the video content is quite varied, the bit-rates for each of these
layers varies across videos; all videos were compressed with rates between
0.7 Mbps and 6 Mbps. The choices of rates were based on commonly-used
parameters for transmission of HD videos over networks as well as rates that
are generally seen on wifi networks. The videos were encoded with an intra
period of 16 and loss aware distortion optimization (LARDO) was enabled with
packet-loss rates set to 3%. Instead of fixing the number of macroblocks per
slice, the number of bytes per packet was fixed at 200 bytes – as recommended
for wireless transmission of H.264 coded video [273].
Thus, for each video, four compressed SVC streams were created, yield-
ing a total of 40 compressed videos.
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5.1.2.2 Wireless channel packet-loss
H.264 SVC compressed videos were transmitted over a simulated wire-
less channel in order to induce loss, thereby affecting perceptual quality. The
simulated channel was modeled using an IEEE 802.11- based wireless chan-
nel simulator implemented in LabVIEW. The system comprised of a single
link channel with coding, interleaving, QAM modulation, and OFDM modu-
lation. A bit stream containing 2,000,000 bits was sent through a frequency
selective channel with 5 taps at an SNR of 15 dB; 4QAM and a 1/2 rate con-
volutional code were used. These kinds of a bit-streams were sent 100 times,
and for each transmission an error trace was created by XORing the trans-
mitted bit-stream with the received bit-stream, which recorded the erroneous
bit-locations. These error traces were used to induce errors in the compressed
video streams. For each video, a random error-trace from the set of 100 traces
was picked and applied, where a video packet was considered to be lost if one
of the bits of the packet was erroneous [273]. Since the SVC decoder imposes
certain requirements on decoding the video due to the layered architecture,
care was taken to ensure that the loss of packets would not result in an error
at the decoder.
Each of the compressed videos was transmitted over the wireless chan-
nel, resulting in a total of 40 wireless channel distorted videos.
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5.1.2.3 Frame-freezes
Two kinds of frame-freeze models were used to create distorted videos:
frame freezes for (1) stored video delivery and (2) live video delivery. In the
case of stored videos, frame-freezes do not result in the loss of a video segment
from the video, i.e., the videos maintain temporal continuity after the freeze.
On the other hand, frame-freezes in live video delivery result in a loss of video
segments, i.e., a lack of temporal continuity.
For both of the above cases, the model for frame-freeze is as follows.
For every x seconds of freeze (where the last frame in the buffer is displayed
on the screen until the next frame arrives), the post-freeze video playback is
of duration bx seconds (b > 1), i.e., the longer the user waits, the longer the
post-freeze playback. In our simulations we chose b = 1.5.
Three stored video freeze lengths were modeled: (i) 1 second (short
bursts of video playback with 8 freezes), (ii) 2 seconds (longer video play-
back, with 4 freezes) and (iii) 4 seconds (2 freezes, longest continuous video
playback); the live video freeze length was set to be 4 seconds. In all cases,
there was a lead-in time of 3 seconds, i.e., the first 3 seconds of the video
playback did not incorporate a freeze. All frame-freezes were simulated on
uncompressed reference videos.




Psychovisual studies have demonstrated that humans are more sensitive
to changes in a visual stimulus than to the magnitude of the stimulus [303]. In
order to investigate whether such behavior translates to judgments of temporal
quality, we simulated rate-changes as a function of time as the subject views a
particular video. Specifically, the subject starts viewing the video at a rate RX ,
then after n seconds switches to a higher rate RY , then again after n seconds
switches back to the original rate RX . Comparing such a rate-adapted stream
with the appropriate compressed stream may provide important information
regarding human behavioral responses to time-varying video data rates.
Such a scheme may also reveal whether humans prefer shorter durations
of high quality content in the midst of a low quality stream, or if they prefer
to view the low quality stream without any fluctuation in quality. Thus we
may find answers to questions like: Does exposing the viewer to better quality
increase his expectations, thereby reducing his quality rating for the lower
quality segment of the stream? From a resource allocation perspective this
condition will provide data that will allow for better allocation of resources,
where ‘better’ is a function of the quality perceived by the end user. This
condition may provide answers to questions like: Given that the channel is
going to allow a rate higher than the current one for only n seconds before one
is forced to revert back to the current rate, should one switch to a higher rate
for n seconds, given that you are currently at rate RX?
It should be clear from the above discussion that such behavioral as-
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Figure 5.2: Rate Adaptation: Schematic diagram of the three different rate-
switches in a video stream simulated in this study.
pects of quality perception may be a function of the difference between the
initial rate and the final rate, as well as of the initial rate itself. Hence, we sim-
ulate three different rate switches, where RX = R1, R2 and R3 and RY = R4.
Although the duration n is another potential influence on human behavior,
because of on the length of the subject’s sessions, we fixed n = 5.
The three rate-adaptations which are illustrated in Fig. 5.2 yielded to
a total of 30 rate-adapted distorted videos.
5.1.2.5 Temporal Dynamics
In the previous section, we simulated conditions that evaluated the
effect that a single rate switch has on perceived quality. One would imagine
that the subjective perception of quality is also a function of the number and
lengths of the rate-switches that occur in a stream. In order to evaluate this, we
simulated a multiple rate-switch condition, where the rate was varied between
R1 to R4 multiple times (3). This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. To ensure an
objective comparison between the multiple and single rate-change scenarios,
the two conditions are simulated such that the average bit-rate was the same
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Figure 5.3: Temporal Dynamics: Schematic illustration of two rate changes
across the video; the average rate remains the same in both cases. Left: Mul-
tiple changes and Right: Single rate change. Note that we have already sim-
ulated the single rate-change condition as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, hence we
ensure that the average bit-rate is the same for these two cases.
in both cases.
Apart from multiple switches, one may intuit that subjective quality
is also influenced by the abruptness of the switch, i.e., instead of switching
directly between R1 and R4, it may be useful to evaluate conditions where the
rate is first switched to an intermediate level Rz from the current level and
then to the other extreme. Studying responses to this condition may reveal
whether easing a user into a higher/lower quality regime is better than abruptly
switching between these two regimes. It should be clear that the intermediate
rate Rz may have an impact on the perception of quality as well. Hence, we
simulated the following rate-switches: (1) R1 − R2 − R4, (2) R1 − R3 − R4,
(3) R4 −R2 −R1 and (4) R4 −R3 −R1, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Again, the
average bit-rate remains the same across these conditions as well as over the
conditions in Fig. 5.3.
Notice that the rate-changes illustrated in Fig. 5.4 form dual structures
– including such models may also reveal whether the user is influenced by the
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Figure 5.4: Temporal Dynamics: Schematic illustration of rate-changes sce-
narios. The average rate remains the same in all cases and is the same as in
Fig. 5.3. The first row steps to rate R2 and then steps to a higher/lower rate,
while the second row steps to R3 and then back up/down again
quality observed towards the end of the video. Specifically, we seek to answer
the question: Which of the following scenarios is preferable: ending the video
with a high quality segment, or ending the video with a low-quality segment?
Again,in addition to supplying data on human behavioral responses to time-
varying video quality, answering these kinds of questions may also facilitate
making better resource allocation decisions. A total of 50 distorted videos
with varying temporal dynamics were thus created.
While it is impossible to plot all of the various temporal distortions
simulated here, Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, show two examples of distorted frames from
the distorted videos, along with the reference frames for comparison. The




Figure 5.5: Figure illustrating the spatial effect of the distortions simulated
in this study for a frame from video ‘rb’. Also plotted are the reference frame
and a zoomed area for comparison purposes.
visualize the distortions.
In summary, the LIVE Mobile VQA database consists of 10 reference
videos and 200 distorted videos (4 compression + 4 wireless packet-loss + 4
frame-freezes + 3 rate-adapted + 5 temporal dynamics per reference), each of





Figure 5.6: Figure illustrating the spatial effect of the distortions simulated in
this study for a frame from video ‘hc’. Also plotted are the reference frame




A single-stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE) study [288]
with hidden reference [182, 217, 255] was conducted over a period of three
weeks at The University of Texas at Austin, LIVE subjective testing lab.
Each subject was asked to view and rate the videos one video at a time. Each
original, uncompressed reference video was randomly placed amongst the set
of videos shown to each user in each session, although the subjects are unaware
of their presence. The score that the subjects gave these ‘hidden’ references is
representative of the bias that the subject carries. By subtracting the reference
video scores from those for the distorted videos, the biases are compensated for
yielding differential scores for each distorted video. We believe that SS with
hidden reference studies are preferable to longer double-stimulus (DS) studies
[182, 255]. Shorter studies make the the study duration less likely to fatigue the
subjects, while allowing the subjects to evaluate a larger set of conditions, for
a given study duration. Perhaps most importantly, a SS study design better
models real video experiences; typical users deploying mobile video devices in
their daily activities are unlikely to ever encounter side-by-side or sequential
back-to-back video comparisons. Moreover, unlike a TV showroom, the visual
distortions we are interested in are display-device independent and occur in
isolation. The choice of a continuous scale as opposed to a discrete 5-point
ITU-R Absolute Category Scale (ACR) has advantages: expanded range, finer
distinctions between ratings, and demonstrated prior efficacy [182, 255].
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5.1.3.2 Display
The user interface was developed on Eclipse2 using the Android SDK,
since the target platforms for the human study were Android-based devices.
Although the platform did not allow for explicit control over the video buffer
as is allowed by the XGL toolbox [7] which we have previously used [182, 255],
no errors such as latencies were encountered while displaying the videos. Since
the Android platform does not allow for RAW video playback, the RAW videos
were embedded in a 3gp container and compressed using the MPEG-4 codec
via ffmpeg. While this additional compression was undesirable, the choice of
the platform made this unavoidable. However, the bit-rate for compression was
> 18Mbps with the QP set at 0 on ffmpeg, and we were unable to detect any
differences between the embedded 3gp streams and the original YUV videos.
The videos were displayed on two devices – the Motorola Atrix smart-
phone and the Motorola Xoom tablet. The Atrix consists of a dual-core 1
Ghz ARM Cortex-A9 processor, with 1 GB RAM, ULP GeForce GPU and
the Tegra 2 chipset. Videos were displayed on the Atrix 4-inch Gorilla glass
display with a screen resolution of 960×540; the Atrix is capable of playing out
videos at 1080p and the processor was powerful enough to avoid any buffer-
ing or playback issues when playing the high-resolution content. The Xoom
uses a 1 Ghz NVIDIA Tegra 2 AP20H dual-core processor with 1 GB RAM.
Videos were displayed on the 10.1-inch TFT display with a screen resolution
2Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) for JAVA, C, C++, Perl
amongst other languages, and is freely available: http://www.eclipse.org/.
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of 1280×800. As with the Atrix, the Xoom had no problems playing out 720p
videos. The devices do not allow for calibration; however, the same devices
(with brightness set at max) were used throughout the course of the study.
5.1.3.3 Subjects, Training and Testing
The subjective study was conducted at The University of Texas at
Austin (UT) and involved mostly undergraduate students, with a male ma-
jority. The study was voluntary and no monetary compensation was provided
to the participants. The average subject age was between 22-28 years and the
subjects were inexperienced with video quality assessment, types of video dis-
tortion and concepts underlying the perception of quality. Though no vision
test was performed, a verbal confirmation of soundness of (corrected) vision
was obtained from the subject. This approach follows our continuing philoso-
phy towards conducting large-scale image and video quality subjective studies:
rigorous visual screening of subjects, such as we routinely do in our other vi-
sion science work, may bias results as compared to a ‘typical user’. While
our philosophy in this regard does not necessarily accord with published (and
largely outdated) industry standards, we have discussed our view with other
vision scientists and received general accord. We further believe that this ap-
proach allows for greater freedom and realism in designing large scale studies
such as the one described here, using mobile devices likely to be used in highly
diverse conditions and for which there exist no guidelines.
Each subject attended two separate sessions as part of the study such
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that each session lasted less than 30 minutes, and the sessions were separated
by at least 24 hours, in order to minimize fatigue [288]. Informal after-study
feedback indicated that the subjects did not experience any uneasiness or
fatigue during the course of the sessions. Each session consisted of the subject
viewing 55 videos (50 distorted + 5 reference), and a short training set (6
videos) preceded the actual study. The videos were shown in random order
across subjects as well as within a single session for a subject. Care was taken
to ensure that two consecutive sequences did not belong to the same reference
content, to minimize memory effects [288].
The videos were displayed on the center of the screen with an un-
calibrated continuous bar at the bottom, which was controlled using the touch-
screen. The subjects were briefed about the bar during the training session.
Before the video was played, a screen indicating that the video was ready for
playback was displayed. Once the subject hit ’play’ the video played on the
screen. The subjects were asked to rate the videos as a function of time i.e.,
provide instantaneous ratings of the videos, as well as to provide an overall
rating at the end of each video. At the end of each video a similar continuous
bar was displayed on the screen, although it was calibrated as “Bad”, “Fair”,
and “Excellent” by markings, equally spaced across the bar. Although the bar
was continuous, the calibrations served to guide the subject. Once the quality
was entered, the subject was not allowed to change the score. The quality
ratings were in the range 0-5. The instructions to the subject are reproduced
in the Appendix.
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Fig. 5.7 shows the various stages of the study.
5.1.4 Processing of the Scores
A total of thirty-six subjects participated in the mobile study and seven-
teen subjects participated in the tablet study. The mobile study was designed
so that 18 subjective ratings were obtained for each of the 200 videos in the
study. 100 distorted videos from this set of 200 distorted videos were used for
the tablet study, and thus each of the 100 videos in the tablet study received
ratings from 17 subjects. The subject rejection procedure in [288] was used
to reject two subjects from the mobile study, while no subjects were rejected
from the tablet study. The scores from the remaining subjects were then aver-
aged to form a Differential Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) for each video. The
DMOS is representative of the perceived quality of the video. Specifically, let
sijk denote the score assigned by subject i to the distorted video j in session
k, sijrefk the score assigned by subject i to the reference video associated with
the distorted video j in session k, Mj the total number of rating received for
video j and let Nik be the number of test videos seen by subject i in session
k. The difference scores dijk are computed as
dijk = sijk − sijrefk












Figure 5.7: Study Setup: (a) The video is shown at the center of the screen
and an (uncalibrated) bar at the bottom is provided to rate the videos as a
function of time. The rating is controlled using the touchscreen. (b) At the
end of the presentation, a similar calibrated bar is shown on the screen so that
the subject may rate the overall quality of the video.
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Figure 5.8: DMOS scores for all video sequences: (a) Mobile Study, (b) Tablet
Study and the associated histograms of scores for (c) the Mobile Study and
(d) the Tablet Study.
DMOS values ideally range continuously from 0 (excellent quality) to
5 (worst quality); however small negative values as possible due to the nature
of DMOS computation.
DMOS was computed only for the overall scores that the subject as-
signed to the videos. Fig. 5.8 plots the DMOS scores across distorted videos
for the mobile and tablet studies, and shows the corresponding histograms in
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order to demonstrate that the distorted videos span the entire quality range.
The average standard error in the DMOS score was 0.2577 across the 200 dis-
torted videos for the mobile study and 0.2461 across the 100 distorted videos
for the tablet study. We assume that the DMOS scores sample a Gaussian dis-
tribution centered around the DMOS having a standard deviation computed
from the differential opinion scores across subjects for all further analysis.
5.1.5 Evaluation of Subjective Opinion
We analyzed the distorted videos with respect to the subjective DMOS
for each of the videos and the associated standard deviations of DMOS across
the subjects on the mobile and the tablet studies. For each of the subsections
below, we conduct a t-test between the Gaussian distributions centered at
the DMOS values (and having a associated, known standard deviation) of
the conditions we are interested in comparing at the 95% confidence level.
Since the conditions being compared are functions of content, we compared
each of the 10 reference contents separately for each pair of conditions. In the
tables that follow, a value of ‘1’ indicates that the row-condition is statistically
superior to the column-condition, while a ‘0’ indicates that the row is worse
than a column; a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are statistically
indistinguishable from each other. For example, in Table 5.1, for all the 10
contents, videos compressed at rate R2 have statistically better visual quality
than those compressed at rate R1, while they are statistically worse than those
compressed at a rate R3. Further, for the tablet study, we compared the results
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R1 R2 R3 R4
R1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.1: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the various compression-
rates simulated in the study. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the row is statistically
superior (better visual quality) than the column, while a value of ‘0’ indicates
that the row is statistically worse (lower visual quality) than the column; a
value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are statistically equivalent. Each
sub-entry in each row/column corresponds to the 10 reference videos in the
study.
obtained from the tablet study to those obtained from the mobile study across
all distortions as well as for each distortion subsection.
5.1.5.1 Mobile Study
The results from the statistical analysis are tabulated in Tables 5.1 -
5.7. Due to the dense nature of the content, we summarize the results in the
following paragraphs. Note that the text only provides a high level description
of the results in the table, the reader is advised to thoroughly study the table
in order to better understand the results.
Compression (Table 5.1) This table confirms that the distorted videos
were perceptually separable. Notice that each compression rate is statistically
better (perceptually) than the next lower rate over all content used in the
study.
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F1 F2 F3 FR4
F1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F2 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 - 0
F3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
FR4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 - 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.2: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the frame-freezes simulated
in the study. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the row is statistically superior
(better visual quality) than the column, while a value of ‘0’ indicates that the
row is statistically worse (lower visual quality) than the column; a value of ‘-’
indicates that the row and column are statistically equivalent. Each sub-entry
in each row/column corresponds to the 10 reference videos in the study.
Frame-freeze (Table 5.2) For frame-freezes, the following trend is seen
across most of the contents: longer freezes are preferred to shorter freezes,
which lead to choppy playback, implying playback immediately after the buffer
receives data is less desirable than waiting before playback. We also observe
that pauses of 4 seconds are seemingly tolerable. For the frame-freezes with
lost segments (real-time freezes), one would conjecture that lost segments are
important and became evident when the segments are about 4 seconds long or
larger. Further, it seems that shorter freezes (choppy playback) are regarded
as worse than lost frames.
Rate Adaptation (Tables 5.3, 5.4) While conventional wisdom might
dictate that people do not prefer fluctuations in video quality, our study seems
to indicate that it is preferable to switch to a higher rate if possible, especially
if the duration of the higher rate is at least half the duration of the lower rates.
Further, if one is capable of maintaining a continuous rate at a value higher
than the base rate of the switch (eg., R2 − R4 − R2 vs. R3), the continuous
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R1 −R4 −R1 R2 −R4 −R2 R3 −R4 −R3
R1 −R4 −R1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 −R4 −R2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 −R4 −R3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.3: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the various rate-adapted
distorted videos simulated in the study. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the row
is statistically superior (better visual quality) than the column, while a value
of ‘0’ indicates that the row is statistically worse (lower visual quality) than
the column; a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are statistically
equivalent. Each sub-entry in each row/column corresponds to the 10 reference
videos in the study.
R1 R2 R3 R4
R1 −R4 −R1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 −R4 −R2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 −R4 −R3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 1 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.4: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the various compression-
rates and the rate-adapted videos simulated in the study. A value of ‘1’ in-
dicates that the row is statistically superior (better visual quality) than the
column, while a value of ‘0’ indicates that the row is statistically worse (lower
visual quality) than the column; a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column
are statistically equivalent. Each sub-entry in each row/column corresponds
to the 10 reference videos in the study.
higher rate is preferred.
Temporal Dynamics (Tables 5.5, 5.6) Our analysis indicates that multi-
ple rate switches are preferred over fewer switches, if the subject is able to view
the high quality video for longer duration. There is a plausible explanation
for this behavior. Our hypothesis is that when shown high quality video for a
long time, the bar of expectation is raised, and when the viewer is exposed to
low quality segments of the video, s/he assigns a high penalty than on videos
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R1 −R4 −R1 R1 −R4 −R1 −R4 −R1
R1 −R4 −R1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - 0 0 0 0 1 -
R1 −R4 −R1 −R4 −R1 1 - - - 1 1 1 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.5: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between multiple rate switches and a
single rate switch. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the row is statistically superior
(better visual quality) than the column, while a value of ‘0’ indicates that the
row is statistically worse (lower visual quality) than the column; a value of ‘-’
indicates that the row and column are statistically equivalent. Each sub-entry
in each row/column corresponds to the 10 reference videos in the study.
containing high quality segments of shorter duration. The subject might view
the short high quality segments as attempts to improve the viewing experience,
thereby boosting overall perception of quality. An even more likely explana-
tion is that long low-quality video segments preceded by much higher quality
segments evoke a strong negative response. Of course, our results are condi-
tioned on the degree of quality separation between the low and high quality
segments and may not generalize to switches between quality levels exhibiting
a lesser degree of quality separation.
Our results also indicate that switching to an intermediate rate be-
fore switching to a higher rate is preferred over multiple large-magnitude rate
switches, and that the end quality of the video makes a definite impact on
perceived quality (see for example, R4 − R3 − R1 vs. R1 − R3 − R4 in Table
5.6).
Wireless ( Table 5.7) The wireless results mirror the compression results,
demonstrating the perceptual separability of the videos in the study.
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R1 −R4 −R1 −R4 −R1 R1 −R2 −R4 R4 −R2 −R1 R1 −R3 −R4 R4 −R3 −R1
R1 −R4 −R1 −R4 −R1 - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
R1 −R2 −R4 - 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1
R4 −R3 −R1 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0
R1 −R3 −R4 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R4 −R3 −R1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.6: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the various temporal-
dynamics distorted videos simulated in the study. A value of ‘1’ indicates
that the row is statistically superior (better visual quality) than the column,
while a value of ‘0’ indicates that the row is statistically worse (lower visual
quality) than the column; a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are
statistically equivalent. Each sub-entry in each row/column corresponds to
the 10 reference videos in the study.
WR1 WR2 WR3 WR4
WR1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WR2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WR3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WR4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - -
Table 5.7: Mobile Study: Results of t-test between the various wireless packet-
losses simulated in the study. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the row is statisti-
cally superior (better visual quality) than the column, while a value of ‘0’ indi-
cates that the row is statistically worse (lower visual quality) than the column;
a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are statistically equivalent.
Each sub-entry in each row/column corresponds to the 10 reference videos in
the study.
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Comp. FF RA TD WL All
0.9493 (0/0.93) 0.7981 (1/0.01) 0.8701 (0/0.56) 0.6298 (0/0.92) 0.9359 (0/0.56) 0.9047 (0/0.89)
Table 5.8: Correlation and results of the Wilcoxon sum-rank test for equal
medians (in parenthesis – hypothesis/p-value) between DMOS scores from the
mobile and tablet studies. A value of ‘1’ in the brackets indicates that the
DMOS scores from the two studies have different medians, while a value of
‘0’ indicates that the medians are statistically indistinguishable at the 95%
confidence level.
5.1.5.2 Tablet Study
We compare the results from the tablet study to those from the mobile
study for each distortion category and across all the distortions considered
here, and tabulate the (linear) correlation coefficient between these two studies
in Table 5.8. In the table, we also report the results from a Wilcoxon sum-
rank test for equal medians – a value of ‘1’ in the brackets indicates that
the DMOS scores from the two studies have different medians, while a value
of ‘0’ indicates that the medians are statistically indistinguishable at the 95%
confidence level. Also reported are the p-values. The results indicate that while
the data is correlated and that the medians are statistically indistinguishable,
the degree of correlation is a function of the distortion category. Specifically,
for the frame-freeze case, the perception of visual quality varies significantly
as a function of the display resolution.
We performed an analysis similar to that for the mobile database and
since our results are similar to those for the mobile case, we refrain from
reporting those tables here.
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5.1.6 Evaluation of Temporal Quality Scores
Recall that we collected subjective opinion scores on time-varying video
quality by asking the subject to rate the quality of the video as a function of
time. These temporal opinion scores were obtained at a sampling rate equal
to that of the frame-rate of the video (i.e., 1/30 fps) for all distortions, except
for the frame-freezes where the scores were collected at a rate such that the
temporal scores spanned the same support as those for other distortions. Thus
a total of 450 temporal scores were collected for each 15 second video. The
temporal scores so obtained were then processed as in [253], in order to produce
a temporal MOS (z-score) for each video. Specifically, let fijk(t) be the score






























where MOSfj (t) is the mean opinion score recorded over time for video
j and M is the number of subjects in the study (after subject rejection, as
described earlier).
We analyzed how these temporal scores contribute to the overall percep-
tion of visual quality, i.e., how temporal scores might be pooled to reproduce
the DMOS that the subject assigned the video at the end of the presentation.
The analysis below is simplistic, but much work remains on developing good
behavioral models of temporal quality judgements of dynamically changing
video distortions. Our first attempt at understanding this new problem is
detailed in [253].
We evaluate three different methods of temporal pooling: (1) Mean,
(2) Percentile pooling [175, 219, 315], and (3) Memory-effect based pooling.
The temporal mean serves as the baseline and is simply the time-
average of MOSfj (t). Percentile pooling was proposed in [175, 219, 315] as
a method of spatially collapsing image quality scores while emphasizing severe
errors. There is some evidence that this type of pooling may relate to the
visual quality of videos as well [210]. Here, we sorted the temporal scores in
ascending order and averaged the lowest 5% of the sorted scores to produce a
single quality score for each video.
One may conjecture that human quality decisions are heavily influenced
by the visual quality perceived in the last segment prior to rating. To investi-
gate this claim, we averaged quality scores from a time-window spanning the
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Comp. FF RA TD WL All
Mean -0.9724 -0.2488 -0.9001 0.3374 -0.9729 -0.7008
Percentile Pooling -0.8970 0.0501 -0.7991 0.0767 -0.9247 -0.7092
Memory Effect (t = 1s) -0.9788 -0.6251 -0.8054 -0.7399 -0.9805 -0.8337
Memory Effect (t = 2s) -0.9777 -0.6309 -0.7861 -0.7082 -0.9794 -0.8360
Memory Effect (t = 3s) -0.9778 -0.6389 -0.7799 -0.6193 -0.9797 -0.8340
Table 5.9: Mobile Study: Correlation coefficient between the temporally
pooled subjective scores and the DMOS for various pooling strategies.
Comp. FF RA TD WL All
Mean -0.9720 -0.1557 -0.9248 0.6757 -0.9847 -0.7031
Percentile Pooling -0.8543 0.3040 -0.8108 0.4945 -0.9263 -0.5781
Memory Effect (t = 1s) -0.9826 -0.4825 -0.8718 -0.3492 -0.9882 -0.8134
Memory Effect (t = 2s) -0.9850 -0.5565 -0.8343 -0.1702 -0.9899 -0.8092
Memory Effect (t = 3s) -0.9850 -0.5864 -0.8142 0.0794 -0.9900 -0.8116
Table 5.10: Tablet Study: Correlation coefficient between the temporally
pooled subjective scores and the DMOS for various pooling strategies.
last n frames of the video, where n is varied between 1− 3 seconds in steps of
1 second.
In Tables 5.9 and 5.10, we tabulate the correlation coefficient between
the DMOS (as obtained previously) and each of the four pooling strategies,
for each distortion as well as across all distortions, for the mobile study and
for the tablet study respectively.
Note that the correlations should ideally be negative, since we are com-
paring the MOS with DMOS; the small positive correlations in the tables are
meaningless, and imply that the pooling strategy does not correlate well for
those distortion categories.
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 indicate that while the temporal and percentile
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pooling strategies are poor approaches to collapsing temporal scores (espe-
cially for the frame-freezes and the temporal dynamics case), the memory-
effect pooling seems to function better, lending credo to the observation that
humans are influenced by the last few seconds of viewing when assessing over-
all quality. We note that this effect was not observed in the study of [253], but
this may have been due to the shorter durations of those videos. We also note
that while the Memory-effect does help, the overall improvement achieved is
not great, which may be due to the short durations of the clips used in this
study. While the videos in this study were at least 50% longer than those in
[253, 255], they are still short relative to the kind of Memory effects that can
occur.
The tables also indicate that, while most pooling strategies work for
videos exhibiting uniform visual quality over time video (for example, com-
pression), almost all pooling strategies performed poorly when the quality
changes dynamically – either when the compression rate is varied (eg., tem-
poral dynamics) or if the video freezes. One could conjecture that a good
behavioral model of temporal quality pooling should improve correlation with
DMOS, and that such temporal pooling models could profitably be incorpo-
rated into existing VQA algorithms to provide better predictions of overall
visual quality. Finally, we note that temporal pooling had a greater impact
in the tablet study than the mobile study. It is possible that the resolution of
the display makes dynamically varying distortions even more perceptible on
a device with a larger form factor (notice that for compression and wireless
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No. Algorithm
1. Peak Signal-to-Noise ratio (PSNR)
2. Structural Similarity Index (SS-SSIM) [311]
3. Multi-scale Structural Similarity Index (MS-SSIM) [319]
4. Visual Signal-to-Noise ratio (VSNR) [41]
5. Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [261]
6. Universal Quality Index (UQI) [308]
7. Noise Quality Measure (NQM) [65]
8. Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR)
9. Weighted Signal-to-Noise ratio (WSNR) [159]
Table 5.11: List of FR 2D IQA algorithms evaluated in this study.
distortions the correlations are similar to those for the mobile study). The
results seem to indicate that temporal pooling strategy should account for
display resolution as well.
5.2 Evaluation of Algorithm Performance
We evaluated a wide variety of full-reference (FR) IQA algorithms
against the human subjective scores collected. Table 5.11 lists these algo-
rithms, all of which are available as part of the Metrix Mux toolbox [92]. The
reader is referred to the citations for details on these approaches.
The FR IQA algorithms were applied on a frame-by-frame basis and
the average score across time used as a final measure of quality. Since it is
unclear how FR QA algorithms may be used for frame-freezes (an interesting
and important problem for the future), we did not include this case in our
evaluation below.
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We also evaluated two FR VQA algorithms – Visual Quality Metric
(VQM) [219] and the MOtion-based Video Integrity Evaluation (MOVIE) in-
dex [252]. VQM was obtained from [3] while MOVIE is freely available at
[248]. The version of VQM that we used (CVQM v13) requires input videos in
YUV422p format encased in an avi container. The YUV420p videos were
converted to YUV422p using ffmpeg, then placed in an avi container (no
compression was used). These algorithms were also not evaluated for their
performance on frame-freezes.
5.2.1 Algorithm Correlations Against Subjective Opinion
Tables 5.12 and 5.13, tabulate the Spearman’s rank ordered correlation
cofficient (SROCC) between the algorithm scores and DMOS for the mobile
and tablet studies, Tables 5.14 and 5.15 tabulate the Pearson’s (linear) cor-
relation coefficient (LCC) and Tables 5.16 and 5.17, tabulate the root mean-
squared-error (RMSE) between the algorithm scores (after non-linear regres-
sion, as prescribed in [264]3) and DMOS.
There are two immediate takeaways from the combined tables. First,
that multiscale matters as the display size is reduced. Indeed, the two true
wavelet decomposition based algorithms – VSNR and VIF – yielded the best
overall performance, exceeding that of true video QA algorithms – the single-
scale VQM and the MOVIE index, which is partially-multiscale but omits high
3Except for MOVIE, where the fitting failed; instead the logistic specified in [297] was
used.
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Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.8185 0.5981 0.3717 0.7925 0.6780
SS-SSIM 0.7092 0.6303 0.3429 0.7246 0.6498
MS-SSIM 0.8044 0.7378 0.3974 0.8128 0.7425
VSNR 0.8739 0.6735 0.3170 0.8559 0.7517
VIF 0.8613 0.6388 0.1242 0.8739 0.7439
UQI 0.5621 0.4299 0.0296 0.5756 0.4894
NQM 0.8499 0.6775 0.2383 0.8985 0.7493
WSNR 0.7817 0.5598 0.0942 0.7510 0.6267
SNR 0.7073 0.5565 0.2029 0.6959 0.5836
VQM 0.7717 0.6475 0.3860 0.7758 0.6945
MOVIE 0.7738 0.7198 0.1578 0.6508 0.6420
Table 5.12: Mobile Study: Spearman’s Rank ordered correlation coefficient
(SROCC) between the algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA
algorithms.
Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.7910 0.4464 0.0981 0.7564 0.5886
SS-SSIM 0.4947 0.3679 0.0773 0.5609 0.4300
MS-SSIM 0.6602 0.4821 0.1400 0.6451 0.5678
VSNR 0.7714 0.4429 0.0469 0.7053 0.5929
VIF 0.8917 0.6714 0.0700 0.8617 0.7261
UQI 0.5053 0.3500 0.0481 0.4226 0.3642
NQM 0.8406 0.4643 0.0792 0.8075 0.6614
WSNR 0.8361 0.6214 0.1462 0.7353 0.6255
SNR 0.7098 0.6321 0.2354 0.6602 0.5474
VQM 0.6316 0.4357 0.0515 0.6692 0.5552
MOVIE 0.7744 0.7714 0.0658 0.8451 0.6792
Table 5.13: Tablet Study: Spearman’s rank ordered correlation coefficient
(SROCC) between the algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA
algorithms.
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Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.7841 0.5364 0.4166 0.7617 0.6909
SS-SSIM 0.7475 0.6120 0.3924 0.7307 0.6637
MS-SSIM 0.7664 0.7089 0.4068 0.7706 0.7077
VSNR 0.8489 0.6581 0.4269 0.8493 0.7592
VIF 0.8826 0.6643 0.1046 0.8979 0.7870
UQI 0.5794 0.2929 0.2546 0.7412 0.6619
NQM 0.8318 0.6772 0.3646 0.8738 0.7622
WSNR 0.7558 0.5365 0.0451 0.7276 0.6320
SNR 0.6501 0.3988 0.0839 0.6052 0.5189
VQM 0.7816 0.5910 0.4066 0.7909 0.7023
MOVIE 0.8103 0.6811 0.2436 0.7266 0.7157
Table 5.14: Mobile Study: Linear (Pearson’s) correlation coefficient (LCC)
between the algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA algorithms.
Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.7712 0.4368 0.2520 0.7320 0.6348
SS-SSIM 0.5857 0.4222 0.0814 0.5900 0.4893
MS-SSIM 0.7018 0.5644 0.2134 0.7060 0.6213
VSNR 0.7751 0.5083 0.2202 0.7310 0.6444
VIF 0.8511 0.5942 0.0484 0.8541 0.7635
UQI 0.4160 0.2454 0.3043 0.5708 0.3256
NQM 0.8115 0.4124 0.1199 0.8298 0.7178
WSNR 0.8150 0.6704 0.2154 0.7252 0.6665
SNR 0.7158 0.6006 0.3501 0.6137 0.5544
VQM 0.6430 0.4897 0.2738 0.7349 0.6150
MOVIE 0.8275 0.8023 0.0711 0.8767 0.7828
Table 5.15: Tablet Study: Linear (Pearson’s) correlation coefficient (LCC)
between the algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA algorithms.
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Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.7069 0.5733 0.4179 0.7279 0.6670
SS-SSIM 0.7566 0.6023 0.4228 0.7670 0.6901
MS-SSIM 0.7316 0.4792 0.4199 0.7160 0.6518
VSNR 0.6021 0.5115 0.4157 0.5932 0.6005
VIF 0.5354 0.5078 0.4572 0.4945 0.5692
UQI 0.9283 0.6496 0.4445 0.7542 0.6916
NQM 0.6374 0.4999 0.4280 0.5463 0.5972
WSNR 0.7458 0.5733 0.4592 0.7707 0.7150
SNR 0.8654 0.6230 0.4580 0.8944 0.7887
VQM 0.7312 0.4840 0.4141 0.7279 0.6663
MOVIE 0.6674 0.4974 0.4458 0.7719 0.6444
Table 5.16: Mobile Study: Root mean-squared-error (RMSE) between the
algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA algorithms.
Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.7057 0.5810 0.2510 0.7205 0.6630
SS-SSIM 0.8985 0.5855 0.2585 0.8538 0.7483
MS-SSIM 0.7896 0.5332 0.2533 0.7489 0.6724
VSNR 0.7004 0.5562 0.2530 0.7216 0.6562
VIF 0.5820 0.5195 0.2590 0.5500 0.5541
UQI 1.0080 0.6261 0.2470 0.8683 0.8113
NQM 0.6477 0.5884 0.2575 0.5902 0.5974
WSNR 0.6424 0.4792 0.2532 0.7281 0.6397
SNR 0.7741 0.5164 0.2429 0.8349 0.7141
VQM 0.8047 0.5922 0.2593 0.7594 0.6980
MOVIE 0.6224 0.3855 0.2593 0.5087 0.5342
Table 5.17: Tablet Study: Root mean-squared-error (RMSE) between the
algorithm scores and the DMOS for various IQA/VQA algorithms.
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frequencies. Multiscale SSIM also does quite well, although it overweights mid-
band frequencies. A lesson here is that true multiscale is advisable to achieve
scalability against variations in display size, resolution and viewing distance,
suggesting future refinements of VQA algorithms.
Secondly as Table 5.12 shows, almost all algorithms fail to reliably
predict overall subjective judgements of dynamic distortions – on the set of
“temporal-dynamics” distorted videos and to some extent, the set of “rate-
adaptation” videos. Some algorithms such as VQM, NQM and VIF perform
reasonably well on the wireless distorted videos. For the rate-adaptation case,
MS-SSIM and MOVIE were the top performers; however, there clearly remains
significant room for improvement. Overall, VSNR, VIF, MS-SSIM and NQM
are seemingly well correlated with human perception, while the single-scale
UQI is the weakest of the lot probably since it captures the narrowest range of
frequencies. The widely criticized PSNR holds its own against compression and
wireless distortions, since, while it is not multiscale, it captures high frequency
distortions.
The results of algorithms against subjective judgments of videos viewed
on the tablet show some interesting contrasts(Table 5.13). Whilst VSNR was
the top performer for compression in the mobile case, it does not do as well
for the tablet case, where multiscale is less of a factor (at finer scales), with
MOVIE and NQM eclipsing it and VIF the clear top performer. Since VSNR
is a human visual system (HVS)-based measure which takes the number of
pixels per visual degree into account, one could conjecture that a recalibra-
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tion of VSNR based on the viewing distance and form factor of the tablet
might boost performance. While all the algorithms still have trouble predicting
judgments of dynamic distortions, MOVIE successfully predicts judgements of
rate-adaptation. On wireless distortions, VIF again does well, as does MOVIE,
while VSNR again sees a drop in performance. The performance increase of
MOVIE in the tablet wireless case over the mobile case is instructive. Since
MOVIE is only partially multiscale and has only been tested against human
judgments of videos viewed on larger screens than mobile phones, it is not
surprising that its performance improves on videos displayed on screens with
a larger form factor. As in the case of VSNR, a recalibration of MOVIE as
a function of the form factor, or by making it fully multiscale, would likely
improve its performance on smaller screen sizes. PSNR is again close to the
end of the pack, with the single-scale UQI being the worst performer.
5.2.2 Hypothesis Testing and Statistical Analysis
5.2.2.1 Inter-algorithm comparisons
We performed a statistical analysis of the algorithm scores in order
to gauge if the correlations tabulated above were significantly different from
each other. In order to evaluate this, we use the method of [255, 264], where
the F-statistic is used to evaluate the difference between the variances of the
residuals produced after a non-linear mapping between the two algorithms
being compared. We perform a similar statistical analysis and report the
results in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 for the mobile and the tablet studies respectively.
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A value of ‘1’ in the figures indicates that the row (algorithm) is statistically
better than the column (algorithm), while a value of ‘0’ indicates that the row
is worse than the column; a value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are
statistically identical. In Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, we evaluate this hypothesis for
each distortion category as well as for all distortions considered together.
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 validate our observations from the correlations –
NQM, VIF, VQM perform well, although interestingly, NQM is the only algo-
rithm that is statistically superior to PSNR overall for the mobile study, while
VIF is superior to PSNR in the tablet study, where MOVIE also performed
well.
5.2.2.2 Comparison with the theoretical null model
We also performed an analysis to evaluate whether algorithm perfor-
mances were different from the theoretical null model [255, 264]. Given that
we have performed all analysis up to this point using DMOS scores from the
database, and given that humans exhibit inter-subject variability , it is im-
portant not to penalize an algorithm if the differences between the algorithm
scores and DMOS can be explained by the differences between the individ-
ual subjective scores and the DMOS. This variance between the differential
opinion scores (DOS) and the DMOS is used as a measure of the inherent vari-
ance of subjective opinion, and we analyze whether the variances of differences
between the algorithm scores and DOS are statistically equivalent to that of





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the ratio between (a) the variances (σ2algorithm) of residuals between the differ-
ential opinion scores (DOS) and algorithm scores (after non-linear regression)
and (b) the variances (σ2null) of residuals between the differential opinion scores
(DOS) and DMOS for each distortion as well as across all distortions. The ra-
tio of two variances σ2algorithm/σ
2
null is the F-statistic and at the 95% confidence
level, for the degrees of freedom exhibited by the numerator and denominator,
one can compute the threshold F-ratio. If the computed F-statistic exceeds
the threshold F-ratio, then one accepts the null hypothesis – i.e., the algorithm
performance is equivalent to the theoretical null model – else, one rejects the
null hypothesis. In Tables 5.18 and 5.19 we report the F-statistic for each
distortion and for all distortions for each of the algorithms considered here,
as well as the threshold F-ratio for the mobile and tablet study respectively.
Fields marked in bold indicate acceptance of the null hypothesis. The tables
indicate that across distortions, there does not exist a single algorithm that is
equivalent to the theoretical null model, except VIF on the wireless distorted
videos. Clearly, there remains much work to do on video quality assessment,
both on developing fully scalable VQA algorithms and especially towards un-
derstanding human reactions to temporal video dynamics and how to model
them.
5.3 Discussion and Conclusion
We described a human study to assess video quality which was con-
ducted on multiple mobile platforms and encompassed a wide variety of dis-
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Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.8331 0.1365 0.0342 0.8391 0.3821
SS-SSIM 0.7570 0.0212 0.0302 0.7722 0.3526
MS-SSIM 0.7959 0.2384 0.0327 0.8589 0.4010
VSNR 0.9764 0.2054 0.0360 1.0432 0.4614
VIF 1.0555 0.2094 0.0022 1.1661 0.4959
UQI 0.4549 0.0407 0.0128 0.7934 0.3507
NQM 0.7845 0.2172 0.0262 1.1043 0.4651
WSNR 0.7739 0.1365 0.0004 0.7658 0.3197
SNR 0.5727 0.0755 0.0014 0.5297 0.2156
VQM 0.7966 0.2337 0.0370 0.8392 0.3830
MOVIE 0.8897 0.2201 0.0117 0.7635 0.4100
Threshold F-ratio 1.1390 1.1622 1.1234 1.1390 1.0672
Table 5.18: Mobile Study: Algorithm performance vs. the theoretical null
model. Listed are the F-ratios i.e., ratio of (a) variances of residuals between
the differential opinion scores (DOS) and algorithm scores and (b) variances
of residuals between the differential opinion scores (DOS) and DMOS for each
distortion as well as across all distortions. Also listed is the threshold F-ratio.
The algorithm is statistically equivalent to the null model if the F-ratio is
greater than the threshold F-ratio. Bold font indicates statistical equivalence
to the theoretical null model.
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Comp. RA TD WL All
PSNR 0.9773 0.0859 0.0043 0.6947 0.2932
SS-SSIM 0.5638 0.0802 0.0005 0.4514 0.1743
MS-SSIM 0.8095 0.1434 0.0031 0.6463 0.2809
VSNR 0.9873 0.1163 0.0033 0.6930 0.3022
VIF 1.1904 0.1589 0.0002 0.9459 0.4242
UQI 0.2844 0.0271 0.0063 0.4224 0.0771
NQM 1.0823 0.0766 0.0009 0.8928 0.3749
WSNR 1.0915 0.2023 0.0032 0.6820 0.3233
SNR 0.8421 0.1623 0.0084 0.4884 0.2237
VQM 0.7773 0.0717 0.0000 0.6280 0.2462
MOVIE 1.1253 0.2897 0.0000 0.9966 0.4260
Threshold F-ratio 1.1956 1.2292 1.1732 1.1956 1.0831
Table 5.19: Tablet Study: Algorithm performance vs. the theoretical null
model. Listed are the F-ratios i.e., ratio of (a) variances of residuals between
the differential opinion scores (DOS) and algorithm scores and (b) variances
of residuals between the differential opinion scores (DOS) and DMOS for each
distortion as well as across all distortions. Also listed is the threshold F-ratio.
The algorithm is statistically equivalent to the null model if the F-ratio is
greater than the threshold F-ratio. Bold font indicates statistical equivalence
to the theoretical null model.
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tortions, including dynamically-varying distortions as well as uniform com-
pression and wireless packet-loss. The large size of the study and the variety
that it offers allows one to study and analyze human reactions to temporally
varying distortions as well as to varying form factors from a wide variety of
perspectives. We make a number of further observations that may prove – from
the perspective of understanding human reactions to complex, time varying
distortions and from the algorithm design perspective.
An obvious conclusion from our analysis is that time-varying quality has
a definite impact on human subjective judgments of quality, and this impact
is a function of the frequency of occurrence of significant distortion changes
and of the differences in quality between segments. Humans seemingly prefer
longer freezes over shorter ones – this is not terribly surprising since choppy
video playback is not pleasing at all. However, what is surprising about the
frame-freeze distortion is that humans appear to be far more forgiving of lost
segments than they are of choppy quality. This has interesting implications for
those supplying real-time video delivery. It is also prudent to note that while
choppy playback is the worst offender, lost segments start to matter relative to
small reductions in choppiness. Further, this preference is dependent upon the
content being displayed. It would be interesting to study whether the same
results hold true when viewing sports – a viewer may prefer choppy playback
in this case as opposed to him missing out on the footage of that all important
goal being scored. On the flip side, in applications such as video chatting it is
possible that our results will be further validated. The data in this study seems
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to indicate that designers should use algorithms for resource allocation that
penalize semi-filled buffers over those that penalize completely empty buffers.
The data from the rate adaptation and temporal dynamics distortions,
while somewhat contrary to popularly held notions on human perception of
quality are intuitive and interesting. The first observation is that humans
are not as unforgiving as one would imagine them to be. In fact they seem
to reward attempts to improve quality. As we summarized in the temporal
dynamics discussion, when the user is subjected to a long spell of good quality
video, s/he has seemingly taken that level of quality for granted, and when
the provider switches to a much lower quality level, he is severe with his rating
of quality. On the contrary, faster rate changes seemingly push the user to
believe that the provider is attempting to maximize his quality of experience
and hence these videos are given higher quality scores. Another explanation
is that less rapid rate changes can produce long periods of low-quality video
bracketed by segments of high-quality videos. In this case, the low quality
may be regarded as more enduring, and hence, more annoying. Due to the
limitations of study sessions we were unable to include the other condition –
R4−R1−R4 – here, not only is there high quality at the end, but there is also
a segment of poor quality in the middle. From the current data it is difficult
to predict how the user may react to this situation. Of course, variations on
the rate of fluctuation in quality is another area to explore.
The field of analyzing continuous-time human opinion scores of quality
is one that is still nascent. We explored a small set of preliminary temporal
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pooling ideas drawn from the literature or from conventional wisdom. Our
results, while encouraging, still do not completely explain human responses to
temporally varying distortions. For compression and wireless distortions, the
mean of human opinion across time is a good indicator of the final quality
– possibly owing to the fact that with stagnant quality, the human simply
picks the mean when providing continuous quality scores. What is surprising
is the performance of percentile pooling. This strategy works well for larger
screen displays (albeit using an indirect method to assess its performance –
pooling of objective scores [175, 219, 315]), but humans are seemingly more
forgiving of poorer quality when viewing videos on smaller form factors. The
observations from the memory-effect pooling are intriguing. While the mean
of continuous quality scores is poor indicator of the final quality for videos
with dynamically varying distortions, memory-effect based pooling seems to
better capture human responses. With a change in the device form factor
however, even this pooling strategy begins to fail. This implies that there is a
lot more work to be done in understanding how humans integrate continuous
quality scores and produce the final summarized score that they give each
video. This is even more true for the frame-freeze distortions. It is unclear
at this point how humans rate the effects of frame-freeze distortions on the
temporal perception of video quality.
While a lot more can be said with regards to the human data, in the
interest of space we now move our discussion to the objective algorithms. To
us, the main takeaway from the analysis is that scalability, which requires
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multiscale processing, is a desirable property to assess the quality of videos
of diverse sizes, resolutions and display forms. Single-scale algorithms such as
VQM and SS-SSIM, which do well on videos shown on larger screens, may not
accurately predict the quality of videos displayed on smaller screens.
Results from the temporally varying distortions are both disappointing
and encouraging at the same time. It seems that for smaller rate variations,
the algorithms manage to do resonably well in predicting quality, however
with increased variation in the temporal distortion patterns, the algorithms
fail. While this may be due to a multitude of factors, one possible reason could
be the temporal pooling strategy applied. For the IQA algorithms, our strat-
egy was simply to use the temporal mean of the frame-level scores, while the
VQA algorithms pooled the predicted temporal scores as they were designed
to do (eg., MOVIE uses the mean). In light of the results from our tempo-
ral pooling analysis of human scores and recent research in temporal pooling
strategies for objective algorithms [210, 253], it seems very likely that algo-
rithm performance can be improved by employing more appropriate strategies
for integrating quality scores over time. Incorporating knowledge of the de-
vice and human responses to temporal quality as a function of the form factor
should lead to additional benefits. Clearly, there remains ample room for de-
veloping better VQA algorithms – since none of the algorithms are equivalent
(or even close) to the theoretical null model.
We hope that the new LIVE mobile VQA database of 200 distorted
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videos and associated human opinion scores from over 50 subjects will provide
fertile ground for years of future research. Given the sheer quantity of data, we
believe that our foregoing analysis is the tip of the ice-berg of discovery. We
invite further analysis of the data towards understanding and producing better
models of human behavior when viewing videos on mobile platforms. Other
fields of inquiry that may benefit from this database include human behavior
modeling; application and content driven analysis of human behavior; device
and context-specific design of objective algorithms; video network resource
allocation over time and many others. Given the explosion of mobile devices,
and associated load on bandwidth, we believe that the work presented here and
the observations made with regards to human behavior will serve as essential
tools in modeling video delivery over wireless networks.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation we detailed a no-reference (NR) image quality as-
sessment (IQA) algorithm based on natural scene statistics (NSS) that first
identifies the distortion present in the image and then proceeds to perform
blind quality assessment. We demonstrated a novel application of such a two-
stage framework – blind, perceptually optimized, general purpose image repair.
Having described the NR QA problem and its application, we also showed that
the distortion-agnostic NR algorithm is statistically indistinguishable from a
leading full-reference (FR) IQA algorithm, and that image repair using this
framework produces noticeable improvements in quality. In the final section
of this dissertation, we described a large-scale human study that we conducted
to assess human behavior and opinion on quality of videos viewed on small-
resolution screens such as mobile phones and tablets. The distortions simu-
lated included the previously studied uniform compression and wireless packet
loss and the novel dynamically-varying distortions. The large size of the study
and the variety that it offers allows one to study and analyze human reactions
to temporally varying distortions as well as to varying form factors from a
wide variety of perspectives. We have made some comments on the future of
each of these areas, and below we summarize some more interesting avenues
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for future work. The interested reader is directed to [176] for a more detailed
exposition.
No-reference video quality assessment (NR VQA) is a difficult problem
to solve. Even though a host of methods have been proposed in literature,
most of these methods are only for the full-reference case. As of this writing,
there does not exist an algorithm for NR VQA that is capable of assessing
more than one distortion. Most researchers tend to select a particular kind of
distortion that affects videos and evaluate quality. Any naive viewer of videos
will testify to the fact that distortions in videos are not singular. In fact,
compression – which is generally assumed to have a blocking distortion, also
introduces blurring and motion- compensation mismatches, mosquito noise,
ringing and so on [338]. Given that there exist a host of distortions that may
affect a video, one should question the virtue of trying to model each individual
distortion. Further, if one does choose to model each distortion individually, a
method to study the effect of multiple distortions must be undertaken. Again,
this is a combinatorially challenging problem.
A majority of algorithms seek to model spatial distortions alone and
even though some methods include elementary temporal features, a wholesome
approach to NR VQA should involve a spatio-temporal distortion model. Fur-
ther, in most cases a majority of the design decisions are far removed from
human vision processing. It is imperative as researchers that we keep in mind
that the ultimate receiver is the human and hence understanding and incor-
porating HVS properties in an algorithm is of essence. It is our belief that
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NSS-based approaches, such as those discussed here for NR IQA, will allow
for the development of successful NR VQA algorithms and the development
of NR VQA algorithms remains an exciting research problem for the future.
Our general outlook towards quality assessment is one of cautious op-
timism – we believe that a lot more needs to be done in the area of quality
assessment and that each of the subfields described here (as well as those that
were not) have great potential for growth. Our stance is that algorithmic qual-
ity assessment will heavily benefit from research in visual psychophysics. As
we understand the human visual system better, quality assessment algorithms
that incorporate these mechanisms will surely result in better performance.
Apart from quality assessment, there exist related esoteric topics such
as aesthetics assessment, 3D perception, and the effect that scene content can
have on user opinion. Multi-modal (multimedia) quality assessment remains
exciting as well.
A famous African proverb goes ‘Tomorrow belongs to the people who
prepare for it today’ and we hope that we have at least started preparing for
this journey and that this dissertation has laid a solid foundation for the future





Mapping MS-SSIM to DMOS
Instead of directly using the MS-SSIM scores to quantify quality, we
re-map the MS-SSIM scores to the more easily interpreted perceptual scale
of differential mean opinion scores (DMOS), obtained from human subjective
studies such as that in [264]. We use the human DMOS obtained from [264],
and map MS-SSIM scores via a logistic function fit (A.1), where the parameters
βi {i = 1, 2, . . . , 5} are estimated via a nonlinear optimization procedure
(MATLAB function nlinfit) between the DMOS and the MS-SSIM scores.







1 + exp (−β2(x− β3))
]
+ β4x+ β5 (A.1)
The non-linear fitting procedure detailed here is identical to that used
in [264] prior to computating linear correlation and root-mean squared error
between algorithm scores and DMOS.
While such a remap using a database is limited by the database and
is specific to it, the LIVE IQA database of [264] incorporates a wide variety
of distortions levels and spans a good range of visual quality and hence, the
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re-mapped scores obtained are reasonable representations of visual quality on




Instructions to the Subject
You are taking part in a study to assess the quality of videos. You will
be shown a video at the center of your screen and there will be a rating bar at
the bottom, which can be controlled by using your fingers on the touchscreen.
You are to provide the quality as function of time – i.e., move the rating bar
in real-time based on your instantaneous perception of quality. The extreme
left on the bar is bad quality and the extreme right is excellent quality. At the
end of the video you will be presented with a similar bar, this time calibrated
as ‘Bad’, ‘Poor’ and ‘Excellent’, from left-to-right. Using this bar, provide us
with your opinion on the overall quality of the video. There is no right or
wrong answer, we simply wish to gauge your opinion on the quality of the
video that is shown to you.
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